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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In .August 1921}, as The Great Gatsby neared completion, 

F. Scott Fitzgerald announced in a letter to Maxwell Perkins, 

managing editor of Charles Scribner's Sons, "I am grown at 
1 

last." In the fifty years since then, one critical work on 

Fitzgerald after another has concurred with this proclamation 

of artistic maturity. The ~Teat GatsbJC (1925) is generally 

considered to be his finest novel, the product of an undeniable 

talent. Despite the fitful brilliance of Tender Is the Night 

(1934) and the tantalizing promise of The Last Tycoon (unfin

ished at his death and posthumously published in 1941), the 

zenith of Fitzgerald's career came early. 

If Fitzgerald's five novels are read in the order of 

their composition, the achievement represented by Gatsby app-

ears all the more remarkable ,in comparison with the tl'TO essen

tially tmdistinguished novels that preceded it. The usually 

restrained Perkins had praised This Side of Pa.radise (1920) 

and The Beautiful and Drum1ed (1922) for their vitality, but 

his response to the initia.l manuscript of Gatsby approached 

1 
John Kuehl and Jackson Bryer, eds., Dear Scott/Dear 

Max: the Fltz~erald-Perkins Correspondence (New York, 1971), 
P: 76. 



rapture: 

2 

••• it has vlt~lity to an extraordinary degree, and 
glamou!, and a great de.9l of lL'YJ.derlylng thought of 
Ul1usue.l quality. It has a kind of mystic atmosphere 
at times that you infused into parts of "Paradise" 
and have not since used. It is a marvelous fusion, 
into a unity of presentation, of the extraordinary 
incongrui ties of life today. .And as for sheer wri t
ing, it's astonishing. 2 

Here, in addition to the vitality upon which he customarily 

placed a premium, Perkins also admires the novel's "unity of 

presentation". In a subsequent letter he remarked that Fitz-
3 

gerald had plainly "mastered the craft", thus noting the 

successful achievement of an intention that Fitzgerald had 

communicated to him earlier: 

••• in my new novel I'm thro~m directly on purely 
creative work - not trashy imaginings as in my stor
ies but the suste.ined imagination of a sincere and 
yet radiant 1Iiorld. So I tread slowly and carefully 
and at times in considerable distress. This book 
will be a. consciously a.rtistic achievement

4
and must 

depend on that as the first books did not. 

Fitzgerald's sense that The Great Gatsby represented a new 

direction for him can be further seen in his request to Per

kins that the book:"jacket carry no "signed blurbs": "I'm tired 

of being the author of This Side of Paradise and I want to 

2 
Ibid., p. 82. In all references to this correspond

ence spelling and punctuation ha.ve been left uncorrected. 

3 
Ibid., p. 84. 

4 
Ibid., p. 70. 
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start over ... 5 ' 

Coming upon GatsbI. after lts predecessors one cannot 

avoid being struck by the novel's economy and compression, by 

that "consciously artistic" element which is so noticeably 

absent from This Side of Paradise and The Beautiful end Dam-

ned. 1\rthur JvIizener, while d i scuss:tng the lack of organiz-

ation in the former, notes the difference between the first 

two novels and Gatsby as follows: 

His instinct 'Nas to i'iri te w"hat James called in "The 
Ne1'l Novel II the novel of "saturation fI • • • rather 
than the novel 'Ni th a clear "centre of interest" and 
"~ sense of the whole." The very purity of his imag
ination and the tenacity with which it fixed itself 
on the life 8.bout him only made more obvious his fail
ure to organize all his imagined experience. Not till 
he wrote his third book did he produce a novel ig 
which the form is adequate to the realized life. 

The achievement in GatsEx of an adequate form is, then, what 

distingulshes the novel from This Side of Paradtse a.nd The Beg;: 

utiful and D9JID1ed. Between his second and third novels Fi tz-

gerald acquired a concern with form as an absolute essential 

that he later passed on to his daughter at a. time vlThen she 

too seemed destined for a literary career: 

If you have anything to say, anything you feel no
body has ever said before, you have got to feel so 
desperately that you will find some ltTa.Y to say it· 

5 
Ibid., p. 80. 

6 
Arthur Mizener, The Far Side of Paradise (New York, 

1959), pp. 110-111. 
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the. t flObody has ever found before, so that the thing 
you have to say and the way of saying it blend as one 
matter - as indissolubly as if they were conceived 
together.? 

Two years after Fitzgerald's death Edmund Hilson expressed a 

belief that it would be through his grasp of form and struc-

ture that Fitzgerald's work would survive. "I think you are 

right," he wrote to Gertrude Stein, "that he had the constr-

uctive gift that Hemingway doesn't have at all - and I feel 
8 

sure that some of his work will last." 

It is with Fitzgerald's "constructive gift" as displ-

ayed in The Great Ga;tsby that I shall be concerned in this 

thesis. In July 1922 Fitzgerald told Perkins that he wanted 

to 'Nri te "something new - somethlng extraordinary and beautl-
9 

ful and simple and intric~l.tely pstterned", and it is the sim-

ultaneous simpllcity and intricacy of the novel's pattern that 

I intend to illustrate in Chapter III. Robert Stallman has 

'Nri tten that "nothing is in the novel that does not exist in 
10 

relation to everything else", and analysis bears this out. 

? 
.Andrew, Turnbull, ed., The Letters of F. Scott Fi tz-

gerald (Harmonds1'IOrth, 1968), p. 25. 

8 
Quoted by Robert Stallman in "Tender Is the Night", 

The Houses Th.gt James Built and Other Literary Studies OHch
igan, 19b4}, p. 1?2~ 

9 
Quoted by 1-!izener, p. 186. 

10 
Robert Stallman, "Gatsby and the Hole in Time", The 

Houses That James Built, p. 131. 
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The illustration of an intricate pattern in The Great 

Gatsby, however, does not alone constitute a discussion of 

Fitzgerald's "constructive gift". The artistic ma.turity rev

ealed in the novel was no lnere accident but can be shown to 

result in a large measure from the novelist's admiration for 

one other author in particular, Joseph Conrad. Any discuss

ion of the artistic achievement in Gat?by must take into acc

ount the influence Conrad exercised upon Fitzgerald. In the 

next chapter I shall discuss in detail the evidence for a sub

stantial indebtedness on Fitzgerald's part; here I wish only. 

to review certain critical estimates in respect to the extent 

of the debt and its nature. 

The frequency with which the name of Conrad appears 

in Fitzgerald's correspondence provides clear testimony to 

his consciousness of Conrad's work, but there are also less 

definite signs, instances where it is impossible to point def

initely at Conrad and yet where possible verbal echoes may 

testify to an influence no less pOl'Terful for being unacknow ... -, 

ledged. To return for a moment to that earlier passage in 

which Fitzgerald told Perkins of the "purely creative work" 

upon i>rhich he llTas thrown in Gatsby, and ps.rticularly to the 

phrase regarding "the imagination of a sincere and yet radiant 

'l'1orld." The use here of "sincere" in conjunction with "rad

iant" may well be an li.'I'lconsc:1.ous echo of a similar combination 

of "sincerity" s.nd "light" in Conrad's "Preface to The Nigger 

2,f the 'Narcissus'''. It occurs after Conrad's caution that 
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"to snatch, in a moment of courage, from the remorseless rush 

of time a passing phase of life, is only the beginning of the 

task" for the artist: "The task approached in tenderness and 

faith is to hold up unquestioningly, without choice and with-

out fear, the rescued fragment in the light of a sincere mood" 
11 

(my italics). The echo is faint, certainly, but in his pre-

face to the 1934 Modern Library edition of Gatsby Fitzgerald 

stated that he had indeed re-read Conrad's "Preface" prior 
12 

to working on his o~m novel. 

In any case, as the next chapter will show, Gatsbl it

self provides ample evidence of conrad's strong influence upon 

Fitzgerald at an important stage of his career. Critics, so 

far as I am aware, have never posit"ively denied the existence 

of the influence, but what is disputed is the extent of the 

influence and its eX8.ct nature. Hhat follows is a brief out-

line of the discoveries and differences of certain critics who 

have examined the influence, prior to a detailed diSCUssion of 

three contributions in Chapter II. 

It is generally agreed that Conrad influenced The Great 

Gatsbl in hro ways, and .Arthur lVlizener' s pioneering biography 

11 
Joseph Conrad, The Nigge~ of the 'Narcissus'/Typhoon/ 

~~d other Stories (Harmondsl10rth f 1971), p. 13. 

12 
James E. Miller, F. Scott Fitzgerald: His Art and 

His Technique (Ne1'l York, 1967), p~. 93. 

-. 
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neatly summarizes the general consensus. In the first place, 

Nick Carraway's literary ancestor is Conrad's narrator Marlow, 

for in Marlow Fitzgerald discovered a device that allowed him 

"to keep clearly separated for the first time in his career 

the two sides of his nature, the middle-western Trimalchio and 

the spoiled priest who disapproved of but grudgingly admired 
13 

him. II In the second place, the debt did not end at certain 

structural features, but included 'the constant and not always 
14 

fortunate echoes of conrad's phrasing." Mizener considers 

these to be the extent of the influence, and concedes them but 
15 

minor importance. But these two areas represent a general 

consensus only in so far as they are the two most obvious par-

allels between Conrad a.nd Gats~. subsequent to Nizener the 

question has become one of establishing just where Conrad's 

influence does in fact end. 

On both COlmts - the extent of the influence and its 

importance - critics have gone much further than Mizener. In 

1954, three years after the publication of Mizener's biography, 

13 
Mizener, p. 187. 

14 
IbiSi •• p. 186. 

15 
In fact, in the preface to the Vintage Books edition 

of his biography (New York, 1959) Mizener speaks of "such com
paratively .. superficial critical facts as the influence of Con
rad on the style of The Great Gatsby'" (p. vii). 
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Jo1m. W. Bloknell, in a brief study of the parallels betw'een 

Fitzgerald's three major novels and T.S. Eliot, extended Con-

rad's sphere of influence. Through "the .dependence of Eliot's 

'The Hollow Men' upon Conrad's 'Heart of Darkness'" he traced 

an "interrelated" influence of Conrad upon Fitzgerald, and 

remarked that "Gatsby is in some ways akin to IJord Jim and 

to Kurtz", the kinship with the latter being somewhat closer.16 

In the follo1'Ting year Robert Sta.llman took direct issue wi th 

ft1izener's opinions. In his biographer's eyes, Stallman "Trites, 

Fi tzgerald is too completely "an Original Genius - almost 

nobody at all influenced this Very Bright Boy." DiSInissing 

as "perlpheral" the "authorized influences"of Thackeray end 

Edlth Hharton upon gatsb;:z, Stallman states that "the central 

one ••• is the obsessive hold of conrad in shaping Fitz-

gerald' s greatest novel." By the time that he vTote 9E!tsb;y 

Fitzgerald "admitted" to having read NostrollO and the "Pref-

ace to The Nigger", but Stallmen believes that in addition his 

reading of Conrad "must have included 'Heart of Darkness' and 

I:Jord Jim. ,,17 

Thus far he has little to edd to Bicknell's observat-

16 
John 1,1. Bicknell, "The 'Haste Land of F. Scott Fi tz

gerald", in Kenneth E. Eb1e, ed., F. Scott Fitz9)ereld (New 
York, 1973), p. 72. - - l 

17 
Robert Stallman, "Conrad and The Great Gatsby", The 

Houses Ihat James BuJlt, p. 150. 
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ions. He proceeds, however, to elaborate a sphere of influ-

ence for Conrad that goes far beyond those seen by Mizener 

and Btcknell: 

v,1hat he learned from Conrad includes not only the 
device of the perplexed narrator and turns of phr
a.sing, but also themes and plot-situations, ambiv
alence of symbolism, etc. - in fact, the craft of 
the novel, including a theory of its construction. 
Fitzgerald, as he wrote in his notebooks, examined 
"Conrad • s secret theory" and discovered the secret, 
that Conrad wrote the trgth - "adding confusion how
ever to his structure."l 

In 1928 Fitzgerald told Perkins that "Conrad has been, after 
19 

all, the healthy influence on the technique of the novel", 

suggesting that his debt did indeed go beyond Mizener's con-

servatj.ve estimate and amounted somewhat to that perceived 

by Stallma.n. The latter points out numerous correspondences 

between gatsby and Nostromo, Lord, Jim and "Heart of Darkness" 

in the areas of structure, symbolism, characterization and 

phraseology, and establishes that Conrad's influence is indeed 

extensive. 

As will become clearer in the following chapter, the 

numerous parallels traced by Stallman are not the last word 

on the subject of Conrad's influence. To establish the mere 

~istenc~ of such an influence is insufficient, and subsequent 

18 
Ibid., pp. l50~15l. 

19 
Kuehl and Bryer, eds., Dear Scott/Dear Max, p. 151. 



critics explored the question of why Fitzgerald was so res

ponsive to Conrad at that stage of his career. James E. 

Miller, concerned wi th demonstrating that the "undenia,ble 

artistry" of ~tsby was not an "accident", also considers 

conrad to have been a powerful influence upon Fitzgerald. 20 

For Miller, much of Fitzgerald's interest lies in the fact 

10 

that he 1s an example of a novelist who matured in the midst 

of the conflicting theo'ries 8.bout the novel represented by 

the protagonists in the James-Wells controversy that climaxed 

in 191.5. In this controversy James championed the novel of 

"selection" against Wells and the proponents of the novel of 

"saturation",21 and Miller's examination of Fitzgerald's nov-

els demonstr8.tes the young author's gradual transfer of alleg-

iance from the Wells camp to the James camp, until in 1937 he 

finds Fi tzgerald and Thomas "lolfe re-enacting the 191.5 contr-

oversy, Fitzgerald championing the "novel of selected incident" 

against the more discursive 1afolfe. 22 James had singled Conrad 

out for especial praise, a.nd the latter thus assumes import-

ance as the novelist whose example did most to persuade Fitz-

gerald in favour of the novel of "selection": "Probably the 

20 
Ni1ler, p. 1. 

21 
These terms derive from James's essay "The New Novel", 

published in 1914. 

22 
Miller, p. 1.59. 
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greatest influence on Fitzgerald during the gestation period 
23 

of The Great Ga tsbl. I<TaS Joseph Conrad", from whose "Preface 

to The Nigger" Fitzgerald gained "a new approach to his 
24 

craft" • Unlike Stallman, Miller does not trace parallels 

ill incident, phraseology. characterization, etc., but concen-

trates almost exclusively upon Fitzgerald's technical debt to 

Conrad, seeking to place the relationship between the t .... ro into 

a particular novelistic movement, that away from Wells towards 

the Jamesian novel of "selection." 

In 1966 Robert Emmet Long published a long article in 

which he began by suggesting that Miller's concentration upon 

Fi tzgerald t s technique i'J'aS too limited. and that a "more org-

anic cr1 ticism i-muld consider not only form but also content, 
25 

structu.re, and treatment of subject." Long undertakes an 

examination of those novels of Conrad's that date prior to 

1900 in the hope that if IIsubstantial correspondence exists" 
26 

9atsb~ will be endol-red 'Ni th "a new dimension." Nhat exactly 

this means becomes clearer when he discovers interesting cor-

23 
Ibide, p. 92. 

24 
Ibid., p. 94" 

25 
Robert Emmet Long, "The Great Gatsby and the Tradit

ion of Joseph Conrad", Texas Studies in Literature and Langu
af;e, VIII (1966), p. 259. 

26 
Ibid., p. 260. 
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respondences between 9atsb;y and .Alma.yer's Folly, Lord Jim and 

"Heart of Darkness." These correspondences all fall 1'1i thin 

the categories defined by Stallman, but Long goes further in 

suggesting why it was that Fi tzgera.ld adopted so much from 

the early Conrad. In doing so, he groups Gatsby with This 

Side of Paradise and The Beautiful and Damned l'1'i th regard to 

a common thematic concern: "Fitzgerald's first two novels des-

cribe young idealists and their engagement l'1i th romantic ill

usion, their collision with reality, their disenchantment. The 
27 

subject matter of the early Conrad was Fitzgerald's also." 

Thus Fitzgerald's sensitivity to Conrad is explained by simil

arity of subject, and from this Long proceeds to suggest that 

"new dimension" mentioned above. He recalls Flaubert's "Bov-

aryism", the detached realism from 1'1hich stem Conrad's first 

two novels. How'ever, in the "Prefa.ce to The Nigger" Conrad 

proclaimed the "romantic realism" that he developed from "Bov-

aryism" , and it is from this that Gatsb;y descends: 

••• it is out of Conrad's romantic interpretatlon 
of French realism that ~he Great Gatsb;y, putting 
aside the question of'direct influence, may be seen 
logically to evolve. The ,limerican and local charac
ter of The Great Gatsby has often been discussed, yet 
criticism has not taken adequately into account that 
The Great Gatsby represents an extension in l)merican 
literature of a European tradition - a tradition 
which has been concerned above all with the subject 
of romantic illusion and 1'1'i th the problem of aesth-

27 
Ibid., p. 417. 
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etic form in the novel. 28 

Whether or not Long's thesis is accepted in its entirety, his 

concentration upon thematic reasons as being behind Fitzger

ald's various debts to Conrad represents a significant advance 

over the simple tracing of parallels. 

If the major part of this chapter has been concerned 

with the influence on Gatsby of a man who died a year before 

its publication it is nevertheless a measure of Conrad's figur

ative 'presence' in Fitzgerald's novel. It seems to me that, 

given such a presence, a consideration of the artistic unity of 

Gatsby cannot proceed without first of all distinguishing ele

ments possibly adopted from Conrad from those that seem distin

ctively Fitzgerald's. .As has been suggested in this chapter 

and will become more apparent in the next, critical opinion on 

the matter of the relationship betW'een the ti'TO novelists repr

esents a gradu~l expansion of the former's sphere of influence, 

and while this doubtless increases Conrad's stature there is a 

danger that it has the opposite effect upon Fitzgerald's. For 

example, when Robert Stallman remarks that Fitzgerald "admitt

ed" to having read Nostromo (page eight) the reader may detect 

a subtle suggestion that his reading of other novels by Conrad 

was concealed. 

Originally this thesis was intended to comprise a tra

cing of conrad-Fitzgerald correspondences with a view to est-

28 
Ibid., p. 422. 
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ablishing the existence of a definite relationship between 

the two novelists. However, in the course of preparatory re-

search two things became apparent. Firstly, that, as the next 

chapter will show, such a relationship had already been estab-

Ij. shed thanks to the work of Robert Stallman, James E. Miller 

and Robert Emmet Long. Secondly, as these critics pOinted to 

more and more correspondences I began to have doubts concern-

lng the claims of The Great GRtsb~ to be an original and dis-

tinctlve work of art. Hhere, for example, does a certain deg-

ree of indebtedness end and wholesale borrowing begin? Fort-

une,tely, a return to the text of Gatsbx provides ample evidence 

of an artistic control that is Fitzgerald's o~m. 

l)S Robert Long writes. 'Fi tzgerald 's debt to Conrad as 

"a model of method does not 'explain' the maturity of The Great 

Gat~p~ - it does not explain how Fitzgerald was capable of ass-
29 

imilating and transforming the material from l'Thich he dreilT". 

In the follm'Ting chapter I shall elaborate the correspondences 

between Conrad's novels end GatsQx suggested by Robert Stall-

man, James E. Miller and Robert Emmet Long. Between them, 

these critics have demonstrated the extent of the relation-

ship. In Chapter III I shall examine certain facets of the 

"intricate pattern" of the novel with a view to illustrating 

that Gatsby' is more than a derivative gathering-together of 

elements culled from Conrad. l'iy intention, then, is to illus-

29Ibid ., p. 419. 



trate not only the debt to Conrad apparent in Fitzgerald's 

finest work, but also the originality that went into the 

making of the only novel he wrote that is successful as a 

"consciously artistic achievement". 

15 



CHAPTER II 

JOSEPH CONRAD .AND THE GRE.AT G.ATSBY 

In the follOl'ling smnmary of correspondences traced by 

Messrs. Stallman, i1iller and Long I shall discuss each critic's 

contribution separately. In addition to being the simplest 

approach it is also the most appropriate, for, as I suggested 

in the previous chapter, each regards the matter of conrad's 

influence upon Fitzgerald in a slightly different light and 

thus concentrates upon those correspondences that best illus-

trate his thesis. 

I-shall discuss Robert Stallman's article - "Conrad 

and The~Great Gatsp~" - to begin with. The article is densely

packed with suggested correspondences, and although I have 

tried to be brief in the following discussion the variety and 

extent of his suggestions require more space than do those of 
,1 

l'1iller and Long. 

He first compares Gatsb~ and "Heart of Darkness". 

The summer he worked on Gatsb~ Fitzgerald read Oswald Speng

ler' s The Decline of the i-Test I and later v-lTote to Perkins to 

say that he didn't think he "ever quite recovered from him": 

"Spengler • • • prophesied gang rule, 'young peoples hungry 

for spoil,' and more particularly 'the world as spoil' as an 

16 
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1 
idea, a dominant supercessj.ve idea. If This idea, Stallman 

suggests, Fitzgerald "had already found in Conrad", for it 

dominates both "Heart of Darkness" Emd l'Tostromo. "The 

Grea.t Gatsby transposes Conrad's world-as-spoil idea into the 

contemporary idj.om" J in which "Gatsby as gangster represents 

this idea." Conrad's cannibals are now "reformed" and pros-

per in hTolfsheim' s "S1'rastiks. Holding Company"; Kurtz's ensl-

aved bls.cks threaten Tom Buchane.n' s 1-'1hi te supremacy, and in 

Daisy's mocking "1"e've got to beat them down" (1he Great Gat

sb;y, 1.3)2 there is en echo of Kurtz's "Exterminate all the 

brutes:" (HD, 1.30).3. Kurtz's 1'1"i1d erness rings of ivory to 

Marlo'w's ears, while to Gatsby and Nick Daisy's voice is "full 

of money" (GG, 120). vJolfsheim' scuff-buttons, which are "fin

est specimens of hl,unan molars" (GG, 7.3), "substitute for Kur-
4 

tz's hoarded ivory." 

1 
Fi tzgerald to Perkins, June 6, 1940. Quoted by Sta.l1-

man, p. 151. 

2 
F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great G~tsby (New York, 1925). 

All subsequent references are to this edition. Henceforth the 
novels referred to in this chapter will be designated by the 
following abbreviations: 

GG The Great Gatsby 
HD "HeArt of Darkness II 
IJJ Lord Jim 

3 
Joseph conrad, "Heart of Derkness" (London, 1969). .All 

subsequent references are to this edition. 

4 
stallman, p. 151. 
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The preceding summary of Stallman's initial remarks 

provides a good example of the overall fluctuating quality of 

his analysis. Despite the confidence with which they are put 

forward several of the correspondences are dubious in the 

sense that although they reflect a similarity between the two 

works they are not evidence of a definite indebtedness on Fit-

zgerald's part. For instance, the "gangster" element of Gat-

sby's character is given comparative~y minor emphasis in the 

novel, and the book I s "gangster" is Meyer Wolfsheim, 1-Tho stands 

behind the "Swastika Holding company" (GG, 171) and "made" 

Gatsby (GG, 172). Elements of Kurtz's voracious character 

seem rather to have their counterparts in 1{olfsheim than in 

Gatsby, as a comparison beh:een Holfsheim f s cuff-buttons and 

the decapi ta ted heads surrounding Kurtz's house (HD, lLI-2-143) 

suggests. In cases like this, it is difficult to pOint to a 

clear debt, and the most that can be suggested is that, uncon-

sciously or otherwise, Fitzgerald refashioned for his o~~ pur-

poses certain elements of conrad's work. , 

Stallman next considers the works' respective heroes. 

Here again he is on less than firm ground. He first compares 

them in the matter of "unscrupulousness": "Like Kurtz," he 

wri tes, "Gatsby is unscrupulous and 1<1i thout restraint (as Mar

low' says of Kurtz), except for the restraint of keeping up 

appea.rances. Like Gatsby, Kurtz lacks 'restraint in the gra t-

ification of his various lusts • • • there was something want-
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ing in him •••• ,,,5 True, as Stallman notes, Gatsby seduces 

Daisy and takes ""f,lJ"hat he could get, ravenously and unscrupul

ously" (GG, 149), but lYlarlow' s reference to Kurtz's lack of 

"restraint" is occasioned by the sight of those decapitated 

heads. Hhile on the surface Stallman's quotations seem to be 

interrelated, an exrunination of their respective contexts rev-

eals a difference in degree of unscrupulousness that makes the 

relationship possible rather than probable. It is also diff-

icult to accept Stallman's remark that both "violate time; 

they corrupt the point-present Now" (of Gatsby this is a valid 

observation), while there seems only slight significance in the 

fact that "Kurtz's name contradicts him, and Gatsby's name 1s 

false. ,,6 In noting, however, that Tom refers to Gatsby as "Ivlr. 

Nobody from N01'lhere" (GG, 130) and that Marlow describes Kurtz 

as an "in1 tiated 1'rrai th from the back of Nowhere" (HD, 128) 

Stallman has a'l'l interesting point, a1 though Tom t s phrase is 

not uncommon and the echo could be coincidence. He 1s correct 

in noting that both men are "beguiled by a dream",? although , 

by dreams of different natures. Marlow's description of Kurtz 

as "a being to whom I could not appeal in the name of anything 

5. 
Stallman, p. 151. 

6 
Ibid. , p. 151. 

7 
Ibid. t p. 151. 
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high or 101~" (ED, 158) can perhaps also be applied to Gatsby, 

although !<!arlow's remark seems to convey an amorality more 

profound than Gatsby's splendid romantic illusion. 

Thus far Stallman's correspondences do not constit

ute especially firm evidence of indebtedness. '{hen he comp

ares the descriptions of Gatsby's smile and Kurtz's stare, 

however, he has a much more solid case. It is Nick's evoca-

tion of Gatsby' s smile that conveys the latter's glO1'1ing att-

ractiveness and charm: 

It was one of those rare smiles with a quality of 
eternal reassurance in it, that you may come across 
four or five times in life. It faced - or seemed 
to face - the whole external v'lOrld for an instant, 
and then concentrate on you with an irresistible 
prejucUce in your favor (GG, 48). 

In Gatsby Fitzgerald stamps all his major characters upon the 

reader's mind with similarly powerful personal attributes, and 

it is a technique employed effectively by Conrad in cree.ting 

Kurtz. Stallman cites 1-1arlow's description of his stare, 

"that could not see the flame of the candle but 1'TaS V'1ide 

enough to embrace the whole universe, piercing enough to pen-

etrate all the hearts that beat in the darlmess" om, 165). 

One can also cite Kurtz's gaping mouth, which "gave him a 

l'Teirdly voracious aspect, as though he had w·anted to swallow· 

all the air, all the earth, all the men before him" (HD, 147). 

The parallels are not verbally exact (very few of those seen 

by the various critics are) but the use of a single physical 

characteristic to endow a character with a tmiversal stature 
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is common to both passages. 

ya th the remark that both Gatsby and Kurtz s,re "con

ceived in the mode of a deity" with the difference that Kurtz 
8 

is idolized and Gatsby is not" Stallman returns to vague 

suggestions that offer little. He does have an interesting 

point when he sees Gatsby (IIMr. Nobody from Nowhere lf
) as the 

Fitzgerald counterpart of the Russian IIharlequin" Harlow en-

counters at the Inner Station (gQ, 133-146), although this 

correspondence seems less likely than Robert Long's between 
9 the Russian and 'ON'1 Eyes' in Gs,tsby. Gatsby shares, Stall-

man further notes, "Kurtz's phenomenal capacity for vanishing 
10 

from sight", and Gatsby does indeed vanish from Tom and Niok 

in the Ne~T York restaurant (GG, 75) and almost as re,pidly from 

the Plaza Hotel after the confrontation with Tom (GG, 136). 

But when lfJe,rlOl'1 speaks of Kurtz as confiding in him "before 

he vanished altogether" (RD, 128) he surely has in mind a fig-

urative vanishing: as an "initiated 1'rrai th" Kurtz does not so 

much die as abandon his rave,ged body. Gatsby' s occasional dis-

appearances serve a different purpose, conveying a certe.in boy-

ish frailty, a tendency to avoid Buchanan's solid reality and 

8 
Ibid., p. 152 

9 
Long, p. 409. 

10 
stallman, p. 152. 
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nurse his fragile dream. However, that "the corrupted Kurtz 
11 

and. the corrupted Gatsby are, after all, incorruptible" is 

an undeniable simila.ri ty, as is Stallman's remark that both 

Marlow and Nick Carraway remain loya.l to the two heroes, 

Gatsby alone being exempted from Nick's "bitter - and conrad-

ian - indictment of 'the abortive sorrows and short-winded 
12 elations of men.' II 

Stallman picks up this idea of fidelity and loyalty 

in noting that "i~hat redeems Gatsby is his fidelity to an idea, 

his faith in the power of dream, and what redeems Nick Carra-

way is his fidelity to Gatsby." For fidelity is "the all-

rede.em1ng virtue" for Conrad, and hi s l<J"orks are "in the main 

Variations on this theme." lis he notes, "betrayals condition 

conrad's plots, and they shape Fitzgerald's plot in The Grea! 
13 Gatsb;y." Tom and Daisy deceive one another; Daisy betrays 

Gatsby, as does Ella Kaye when she robs him of his legacy from 

Dan cody (GG, 101-102); Nick deceives both Jordan Baker and the 

girl he has back home, i.:rhile I>lyrtle \<Tilson deceives her husba.nd. 
14 

"NostroIno is riddled with betrayals", remarks Stallman, and 

11 
Ibid. , p. 152. 

12 
Ibid. , p. 152. 

13 
Ibid. , p. 153. 

14 
Ibid. , p. 153. 
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a brief allusion to the loneliness felt by Emilia Gould in 

that novel leads him to remark further that "Gatsby's lone

liness is proverbial. f $.nd Nick shares it in admitting I a 

haunting loneliness' that he feels in himself and at times 

in others.,,15 Such isolation is "typical of Conrad's plots: 

Kurtz as Chief of the Inner Station, cut off from the outer 

world; Haldin (in Under western Eyes) isolated by his betrayal 

of Razumov; the lonely Leggatt and the untried captain in "The 

Secret Sharer"; and in Victory Heyst on his islandt,,16 

The remainder of Stallman I s study is concerned 'VITi th 

Gatsby and Lord J1.m, save for occasional digression.s back to 

"Heart of Darkness", and it is in IJord Jim that some of the 

clearest signs of indebtedness are found. In the first place, 

the relationshj.p between l'Iarlow and Jim is unmistakably the 

prototype of that between Nick Carraway and Gatsby. Nick and 

Marlow introduce themselves in an almost identical manner as 

men who resent the tendency of others to select them for con-

fidences t !,·Tick sees himself a.s tla normal person I, easily spo-

tted as such by persons possessed of an "abnorma.1 mind" t 

• • • in college I was unjustly accused of being a 
politician, because I was privy to the secret griefs 
of l'Tild, unkno1Am men t Most of the confidences 1'Tere 
unsought - frequently I have fei8;ned sleep, preocc
upation, or a hostile levi ty w'hen I realized by some 

15 
Ibid t, p. 153. 

16 
Ibid., p. 153. 



unmistakable sign that an intimate revelation ,'ras 
quivering on the horizon (GG, 1). 
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Marlow's first words in Lord Jim are curses upon the "famil-

lar devil" that lets him in for things like the 'Patna' in-

qulry: 

••• the kind of thing that by devious, unexpected, 
truly diabolical ways causes me to run up agaj_nst 
men with soft spots, with hard spots, with hidden 
plague spots, by Jove!, and loosens their tongues at 
the Sight of me for thelr infernal confidences; as 
though, forsooth, I had no confidences to make to 
myself, as though - God help me! - I didn't have 
enough confidential information about myself to har
ro1'J' my O1m soul till the end of my appointed time. 
(LJ, 31-32)17 

There are no exact verbal echoes in Fitzgerald's writing, but 

the desire of both men to avoid confiding tongues and the acc-

ompanying scorn for their Oi'mers makes the correspondence un-

mistakable. To be noted, however, is the difference between 

Marlow's impassioned oaths and Nick's coolly ironic tone. In 

connection with this Stallman notes that Nick lacks Me.rIm'l's 

"compassion and humility" and alludes to Nick's "hypocrisy", 

and I shall deal ''ii th this important issue at length in Chap

ter 111.18 He next compares Nick's pride in his one suspected 

cardinal virtue - "I am one of the fel'i honest people that I 

have ever kno\im" (GG, 60) - \iJith Marlow's loathing of dishon-

17 
Joseph Conrad, Lord Jim (Earmondsworth, 1971). .All 

subsequent references are to this edition. 

18 
Stallman, p. 154. 
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esty in "Heart of Darkness": "You know I hate, detest, end 

can't bear a lie, not because I am straighter than the rest 

of us, but simply because it appals me. There is a taint of 

of death, a flavour of mortality in lies - which is exactly 

what I hate and detest in the world - what I want to forget" 

(HD, 89). Yet lie is exactly what Marlow does at the end of 

the worl{ in denying Kurtz's last words in the face of his 

fiancee's Imninous faith, ~nd Robert Long further notes that 

Nick also lies to preserve Mr. Gatz's illusions about his 

son. 19 

Follmdng these remarks Stallman notes that Gatsby 

"refashions incontempora.ry idiom what 1'TaS for Conrad 'the 

moral problem of conduct', the problem 'Nhi ch Conrad explored 

notably in The Nigp;;er of the 'Narcissus' and in Lord Jim_,,20 

Jim's father's advice to his son not to "judge men harshly 

or hastily" (LJ, 257) is echoed in Nick's father's tacit 

warning that his son "reserve all judgments" (GG, 1). Jim's 

neglected father, says Stallman, is paralleled by Gatsby's 

abandoned one, and he further suggests an extremely tenuous 

correspondence between Gatsby as tla son of God" (GG, 99) and 

the "cosmic wit" with ,which- conrad defines Jim's father as 

"the finest man that ever had been worried by the cares of a 

19Long , p. 413. 
20 

Stallman, p. 154. 
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large family since the beginning of the world" (LJ, 65). 

stallman notes an illuminating parallel in both her-

oes' obsession with the past, Gatsby wishing to "reinstate" 

it, Jim to "obli tera te" it; and he cites an interestj.ng pass-

age where Marlow recalls Jim's feelings after escaping from 

his imprisonment in Patusan. Jim leaps the palisade only to 

become stuck in a clinging mudbank, and in the fear of capture 

that overtakes him he longs to be back in confinement repair-

j.ng the Rajah's clock, the task he was engaged in when the 

nature of hi s peri 1 da"hrned on him: "He longed - so he saj. d -

to be back there again, mending the clock. Jvlending the clock 

- that \lras the idea" (LJ, 193). This is the idea, says Stall-
21 

man, "not only of Lord Jim but also of The Great Gatsby. " 

Nei ther Gatsby nor Jim can al ter the unal teTe.ble past, and 

Stallman notes that the impossibility of their respective 

dreams is suggested in both novels by placing the heroes sym-

bolically on the shore gazing across water. 1-1arlow sees Jim 

as standing "on the brink of a vast obscurity, like a lonely 

figure by the shore of a sombre and hopeless ocean" (LJ, 133), 

and in 9atsby" this ocea.n becomes the "courtesy bay" separat

ing Gatsby from Daisy over on East Egg. 22 

21 
]bid., p. 154. 

22 
Ibid., p. 155. 

-. 
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stallman's final correspondence is between the heroes' 

symbolic signific~ces, for both symbolize "the power of dream 

and illus:i.on." He then hints at the common subject matter 

shared by the t't'lO authors which I,ong later explored: "Fi tz-

gerald's romantic idealism and satiric detachment are patter

ned upon the characteristic Conradian ironic combination emp-

loyed in the creation of Jim, Nostromo and Kurtz. Deluded 

idealists! ,,23 f<larlo1f;r's remark in "Heart of Da.rlmess" that 

"The mind of man is capable of anything - because everything 

is in it, all the past as well as all the future" (HD, 105) 

thus finds all echo in Nick's a1'Te at the pm'ler of Gatsby's dr-

earn: "No amount of fire or freshness can challenge what a man 

can store up in his ghostly heart" (GG, 97). Both Gatsby and 

Jim, says Stallman, refuse to submit to the "destructive ele-

ment" f the .'!.heap of dirt" upon which man cannot keep stj.ll and 

1'7hich Stein uses as an analogy for "life as it is - the color-

less routine existence of our submission to the established 
24 

order of things". 
" 

Stallman concludes his study by noting that whereas 

Marlow "penetrates the mask of Kurtz e.nd the soul of Jim" Nick 

Carraway "presents Gatsby only from the outside '.1 , for his mind 

23 
Ibi~., p. 155. 

24 
Ibld., p. 155. 
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25 "lacks ~arlow's range Bnd points of curiosity." As I shall 

demonstrate in Chapter III, Stallman here hints at a feature 

of Ga~s:l2z that, if constdered at length, provides clear evid

ence that the novel is far from derivative, 

Despi te the tenuousness of several of the correspond en-

ces thl3t he ci tes. St81lm~m' s study does suggest that Lord 

Jim in particular exercised a strong influence upon The Great 

Gatsby, -gut it does not on the whole seem fair to speak, as 

he does, of Conrad' s "obsessive hold It upon the novel (see above, 

page eight). Fitzgerald may have adopted the novel's 'scaffol

ding' from conrad. but, as I shall show in the following chap-

ter, the novel's total structure transcends it. 

Rather than trace parallels in the manner of Robert 

stallman, James E. r<!iller concerns himself 'l'Ti th Conrad; s infl-

u:ence upon Fitzgerald's fictional technique, His study shows 

that Fitzgerald's first three novels demonstrate a steady 

movement from "saturation" towards "selection", This Side of 

Paradise exemplifies the novel of "saturation", in which "the 

theme would seem to be an accidental accretion of the several 

episodes rather than a dominating center toward which all the 
?6 

action is directed."- The Beautiful and Damned represents 

25 
Ibid., p. 157 

26 
fUller, p. 43, 
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"a novel of transi tion" and is "an advence towa-rd selection ... 27 

Frequently }~iller' s research into Fitzgerald's book rev'iews 

is valus.ble in reinforcing his observations, as when he cites 

a 1923 review in which Fitzgerald first displayed an under-

standing of the methods of "selection" and "seturation". In 

this review (of Grace Flandrau's Being Respectgble) Fitzgerald 

noted the lack of anything "to draw together the entire novel" 

and that the author had "little sense of selection.,,28 Thus, 

by 1925 and Gatsby he had abandoned the 'saturationist' camp, 

and "James Joyce, Willa Cather, and, most important, Joseph 

Conrad ••• all figured prominently in the evolution of Fitz

gerald's concept of the novel as a work of art ... 29 

lIIiller begins his considerstion of Conrad's influence 

,·d th a discussion of the "Prefsce to The Nigger U 
f for since in 

1934 Fitzgerald still recalled its effect upon him "Conretd' s 

preface • • • must have impressed the Americen novelist deep

ly. ,,30 I1iller locates "the heart of that preface" j.n conrad's 

description of his "task" as "by the power of the written word 

to make you hear, to make you feel - it is, before all, to 

27 
Ibid. , p. 77. 

28 
Quoted by Miller, p. 80. 

29 
Miller, p. 84. 

30 
Ibid., 93. 
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make you ~."31 As Miller notes, this is an attempt to "rem

ove, as much as possible, all obstruction separating the reader 
32 from the actual scene", and Conrad turned to the other arts 

for an explanatory analogy, stating that writing "must stren

uously aspire to the plasticity of sculpture, to the colour of 

painth~g, and to the magic suggestiveness of music - which is 

the art of arts,"33 There is, however, a certain artistic 

irony to be noted here, for the removal of "all obstruction 

separating the reader from the actual scene" is accomplished 

in Lord J1m and "Heart of Darlmess" by filtering the scene 

through the seemingly 'obstructive' consciousness of Marlow. 

While he fails to note this irony, Miller, when discussing 

Fitzgerald's adoption from conrad of "modified first person 

narrat1on",34 unconsciously explains it by remarking that Mar

low, ever prepared to quote verbatim characters who have inform

ation that he lacks, acts as a device l'Thereby "the happening, 

by the time it reaches the reader, has in effect filtered thr-

ougb a number of minds", thus presenting "e. Variety of points 

31 
Quoted by Miller, p. 93. 

32 
Miller, p. 93. 

33 
Quoted by Miller. p. 94. 

34 
Miller, p. 94. 
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of viewo,,35 In Lord Jim, for example, he repo'rts'the French 

lieutenant's account of finding the crewless PFltnPl (LJ p 107-

116). All the time, however, rarlow's search for the elusive 

truth holds the novel on course, actlng as a dominating centre 

of interest. Miller's remarks here are acutely relevant to 

The Gre.g.t Gatsb;y. In Ch~pter III I intend to demonstrate that, 

to a greater extent th.9.n in Conrad I s works. the "centre of int-

erest" in the novel lies in the narrator, in the interpretation 

of Jay Gatsby' s story through Nick Carraw'ay's complicated consc-

iousness. lilhile Ni ck cl early assu.mes Marlow's role and while 

the novel is p.gtterned upon that "characteristic Conradian 

ironic combination" noted by Stallman (see a.bove, page twenty

seven), it will be my contention that to this ground-plan Fitz-

gerald added an extra dimension. 

Before concluding this discussion of Miller's contri

bution, it is "Torth noting the other "specific elements,,3
6 

that he suggests Fitzgerald adopted from Conrad. These are 

"the use of style or language to reflect theme", and "the use 

of deliberate 'confusion' by the reordering of the chronology 

of events. ,,37 Jl1il1er prefaces his illustration of the fj.rst 

35 
Ibid. , p. 107. 

36 
Ibid. , po 94. 

37 
Ibid, , p. 94. 
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of these with another illmnin9ting reference to Fitzgerald's 

book revie1';'s, another from 1923 in which he began by quoting 

a passage from Conrad's "Youth" and remarking that "since that 

story I have found in nothing else even the echo of that lift 
38 and ring. fI Gatsbx", however, is rich in sentences and whole 

paragraphs that have an evocative "lift and ring". }~iller 

chooses as his example the novel's closing paragraphs, noting 

that the. prose "becomes more and more rhythJnical simul ta.neous

ly 1>71 th the expansion of the significance of Gatsby' s dream. ,,39 

Given the reference in the book review', it seems certain that 

such poetically rhythmical and intense writing was inspired 

by Conrad. 

The question of the chronologlcal "confusion" in Gatsb;r 

is more difficult. As Robert Stallman notes (see above, page 

nine), Fitzgerald's notebooks contain the remark that Conrad 

wrote "the truth" but added "confusion ••• to his structure." 

Of this Nostromo is perhaps the supreme exrunple, although it 

is a noticeable f~ature of Lord Jim in addition. Such a deg

ree of confusion, however, is not found in Gatsb~, and what is 

there is restricted to the gradual revelation of Gatsby's past, 

In 1925 Ford J.1adox Ford, Conrad's collaborator on certain works, 

set down certain fictional devices and maxims of his late friend 

38 
Quoted by Miller, p. 122. 

39 
~iller, p. 122. 
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in Joseph Conrad: _Ii Personal Remembrance, and had the follow-

ing to say on the subject of characterization: 

You meet an English gentleman at your golf club. He 
is beefy, full of health, the moral of the boy from 
an English public School of the finest type. You 
discover, gradually, that he is hopelessly neurasth
enic, dishonest in matters of small change, but unex
pectedly self-sacrificing, a dreadful liar, but a 
most painfully careful student of lepidoptera and, 
finally, from the public prints, a bigamist who 1'18.S 

once, under another name, hammered on the Stock Ex
change. • • • still, there he is, the beefy, full
fed fello'tAT, morql of sn English Public School prod
uct. To get such a man in fiction you could not 
begtn at his beginning and worl{ his· life chronolog
ically to the end. You must first get him in 'tAri th 
a strong impression, and then work backwards and for
wards over his pasEo ••• That theory s_t least we 
gradually evolved. 

Gatsby's smile (GG, 48) is certainly an instance of a strong 

initial impression, and only gradually are the true facts of 

his past revealed. But the idea for such a gradual revelat-

ion came in fact not from Conrad but from Iv!axl'Te11 Perkins. 

As Henry Dan Piper notes, the initial manuscript placed the 

biographical information all together in Chapter VIII, first 

as a long "autobiographical confession" by Gatsby himself, and 

th b N· , 41 T 1 th i I f tl en a s a summary y.1 CK • .:.Ln-· Et"·. i 8:t;l.g Y apprn sa 0 ne 

ini tial manuscript, hmfever, Perkins suggested that the info-

40 
Ford f'1adox Ford, Joseph conr?d: .!J Personal Rew.embr

~ (:seston, 1925), pp. 136-137. 

41 
Henry Dan Piper, F . .scott Fitzgerald: .A Crltica1 

Portrait (New York, 1965), p. 148. 
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rmation be released "bit by bi t. ,,42 itlhile subsequent to this 

suggestion Fitzgerald may have been influenced by Conrad's 

use of such 'delayed revelation', the only firm evidence that 

1'1e have pOints to Perkins as the immediate source of the "con-

fusi on". 

It seems to n:e that much of the value of I'Hller's con-

tribution lies in the fact that it serves as an 'antidote', 

as it were, to Stallman's enthusiastic tendency to see parall

els bet'Neen Conrad and Fi tz~erald in almost all areas of The - --
Great Gatsbll' ldhile Robert Long may be justified in remark-

ing the.t t.riller' s steady concentration upon Fl tzgerald 's fict

iOllal technique is too limi ted (see above, page eleven), it 

does credit Fitzgerald with a degree of independence and orig

inality that an unrestrained suggestion of correspondences 

threatens to obscure. 

Robert Long's study is similar to Fobert St.9llman· s 

tn that it consists of suggesting cases where Fitzgerald poss

ibly borrowed from Conrad. I referred earlier (see above, 

page twenty-nine) to a '~caffolding' adopted from Conrad and 

e.pparent in Q-B.t...9by, and it is this that Long illustrates most 

persuasively, demonstrating that Fitzgerald drew to a large 

extent upon Conrad for what Stallman calls "plot-situations" 

(see above, page nine). 

42 
Kuehl 8nd Bryer, p. 84. 

-- b... 
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The works wi th 1ATh1ch IJong compa,res Gats£y are ~qlmay-

er' s Fol1y, IJord .Jim and "Heart of Darkness". In c1 ting the 

first of these he breaks new ground, and although the parall-

els he suggests are not as strong as those in the other two 

works they deserve a brief summary. Both heroes have "an 

exal ted dream 1Alhich is to be realized in the future,,43 and 

in the person of a woman (in .tilmayer' s case, hi s daughter 

Nina). Long also notes conrad's characterization of Almayer's 

dreem as "splendid" and "gorgeous", and that these "character-

izing phrases are used so often that they have, as it were, 

the function of a recurring Inotif. tt44 This remark 8pplies 

to gBt.?by not only because "gorgeous" is a freQuel'l t epi thet 

in the novel but also because, 8_S I shall show in Chapter 

III, the repetition of certain 'key' words and phrases is a 

notable feature of the novel's texture. The illusions of 

both heroes are suggested by their houses: Gatsby's, for ex-

ample, has a history of failed aspiration (GG, 89). Further-

more, the Buchanans' "Georgian Colonial mansion" (GG, 6) 

symbolizes their "solidity end permanence,,45 and both heroes 

face the mansions of their more secure rivals across a stretch 

of dtvid lng water. "In the h9 ckgrounds of .Almayer and Gatsby 

43 
Long, p. 260. 

44 
Ibid. , p. 260. 

45 
IbiS' , p. 262. 



• •• there is a remarkable parallel", continues IJong, COIn-

46 
paring conrad's Lingard with Fitzgerald's Dan cody. In 

both novels there are scenes ~There the heroine, faced wi th 

a chOice, chooses against the hero,47 and he concludes his 

analysis by noting that in both novels the heroes' houses 

are reintroduced at the end to "heighten the shattering of 

their illusionse H48 

'Hhile none of these can definite1:x. be said to const

itute indebtedness on Fitzgerald's part, neither can they be 

said to stretch e. point. Like Stallman, hOl'rever, IJong is 

on firmer ground with Lord Jim. Almayer, he notes, differs 

from Gat§!?~ in that he lacks the latte:r's determination, and 

this leads him to the subject of Jim: 

The conception of Jay Gatsby, 1'Those collision l'7i th 
reali ty grOi'TS out of his uncompromisingly rOIn9.ntic 
conception of himself, is so unique that I knm'T of 
only one other parAllel t042ifltSby in modern fiction 
- that of Jim in Lord J1m. / 

Both men begin their careers in their youthful dreams, end 

the nal vety of both is on "the same V.9st scale as thei.r vis-

1.ons. ,,50 In both this naivetJT is represented as a child-1D{8 

46 
Ibid. , p. 262 .. 

47 
Ibtd. , p. 265. 

48 
ill.Si. , p. 266. 

49 
Ibid. , pp. 268-269. 
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qUB_li ty: Nick scolds Gatsby for behaving "like a Ii tt1e boy" 

(GG, 88), 1<rhi1e the vil1ainous Cornelius describes Jim as 

"No more than a little child - a little child" (LJ, 248). 

Subsequent to these dreams both men suffer iArhat Long calls 

a "stunning defeat" that occurs in a "central symbolic scene,,50
: 

in Jim's case, it is the desertion of the Patne, and in Gats-

by's it is Dalsy' s w·edding. Both respond by commencing car-
51 

e.ers that "proceed from the lllus-ion of a second chance" 

and bring the:!: to ".9, pinnacle of fame end success",52 Jim in 

Patusan and Gatsby in Hest Egg. Here the identities that both 

assume are false in so far as they are a denial of their true 

names, and this leads Long to suggest that their behaviour. 

verges on being schizophrenic: "Neither is ,9ble to accept 

that part of reality which contradlcts his imaginative iden

tity.,,53 Both, in Stein's terms, follow the dream, but in 

their second careers they are unable to escape the past, wh-

ich breaks in in the form of .. lrecurrences of central symbolic 
. 54 
scenes." Thus I,ong sees in the name "Patusan" an approximate 

50 
lEid. , p. 270. 

51 
Jbid •• p. 270. 

52 
ill£. , p. 271 .• 

53 
Ibi£. •• p. 272. 

54 
Ibid. , p. 273. 
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8n8grnIn of Potn3 and In Gentleman :grown's arrival and assump-

tion of identity with Jim a repetitlon of the past. In Gatsby 

the confrontation scene in the sweltering Plaza Hotel is pun-

ctu8ted by "the portentous chords of r,~endlessohn' sHedding 

~arch from the b~llroom bel ON", "Thi ch cause Dai sy. to recall 

her wedding in Louisville's June heat (GG, 128) •. Al1 the 

above parallels seem eminently reasonable. One of Long's 

most convincine parallels concerns it-rhat he calls the "teb1eaux" 

in the ti'TO novels. H.e compares !'~arl 01'1' S last sight of Jim Hi th 

the Ge.tsby that I'!ick sees as he leaves his neighbour's party: 

He was i'rhi te from head to foot, and rem.3.ined persist
ently vislble 1'Ttth the stronghold of the night at hls 
ba.ck, the sea at his feet, the opportn."1lty by hts 
side - still veiled • • • For me that white figure 
in the stillness of coast and sea seeined to stand at 
the heart of a vast enigma.. The t~'Jilight Nas ebbing 
fast from the sky above his head, the strip of land 
had slmk already under his feet, he himself appeared 
no bigger th.?n a child - then only a speclr:, a tiny 
white speck, that seemed to catch all the light left 
in a darkened world •••• And, suddenly, I lost him •••• 
(IJJ, 253) 

,f!. wafer of a moon 1'19S shining over Gatsby t shouse, 
making the. night fine as before, and surviving the 
laughter end the sou."Yld of hi s still glowing garden • 
. f!:. sudden empttness seemed to flow nOY'-T from the win
dOV'lS and the great doors, endo~':ing with cOI!lplete 
isolation the figure of the host, 'Nho stood on the 
porch, his hand up in a formal gesture of farewell. 
(GG f 56) 

In these tableaux both heroes stand on their respective thres-

holds and are seen by their narrators as representing a poig-

nant grandeur, Jim catching "all the light left in a darkened 

"/Orld" before vanishing, Gatsby frozen in his gesture of fare-

well to a gaggle of drunken motori sts, 8.S alw'ays seen in the 
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doorway or outside,never within. That the inspiration for 

Fi tzgerald' s richly evocative tRble!3u '\Aras conrad's in Lord 

Jim seems certain. 

Long sees the relationship beti'Teen Gatsby and "Eeart 

of Darkness" as being the most apparent. Both, he says, oper-

ate on two levels: (1) both are "the drama of a spirituE.lly 

alienated hero"; (2) both portray "the gradual exposure of 

a society with '\AThich his life places him in opposition. ,,55 

The first point of similarity that Long notes is the novels' 
r:,6 

mutual employment of "distortion" as a technique.""' Distorted 

am irrational events counterpoint Marlow's progress towards 

Kurtz: some of the soldiers put ashore from the bos.t are said 

to have dro1\'!1ed J but "nobody seemed particularly to care" (HD, 

64); there is the encounter with the man-of-war "firing into 

8. continent" Om, 66); the "objectless blasting" of a cliff 

by railvray-builders, although the cliff "lias not in the way 

or anything" (RD, 68). In Gatsb~ this effect is not so "rad

ically irrational" but the novel shares a "similarity of effeC't 

- an incongruity and grotesquenesso,,57 .As Long notes, Chapter 

II - Myrtle 1,{ilson' s party - is full of instances of distort-

55 
Ibid. , p. 407. 

56 
Ibid. , p. 408. 

57 
Ibid. , p. 408. 
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ion: the dog-seller ''Tho bears "an e.bsurd resemblance to John 

D. Rockefeller" (GG, 27); l'Tick's inability to me.ke any sense 

of the book enti t1ed ·Sinton C811ed Peter (GG, 29); r·:yrtle' s 

affectation culminating in Hick's sense of her "revolving 

on a nOisy, creaking pivot through the smoky air" (GG, 31). 

This, Long feels, extends into the descriptions of Gatsby's 

parties, 'which have "s grotesque foreshortened effect", 58 and 

of his car, "terraced "lith a 1e.byrinth of "Tind-shields that 

mirrored a dozen suns" (GG, 64). 

He next 9ppr09ches the correspondence through the 

narrators' relationship with the heroes, much as did Stallmen, 

but in dealing with the events after the heroes' deaths Long 

adds some interesting obser"'J'ations. For example, both Nicl{: 

and l~arlow COIne into possession of certain documents that em-

phasize the heroes' illusions: }1arlm'T holds Kurtz' s report 

on the "Suppression of Savage customs" (RD, 168), while Gat-

sby's father shoNs Nick his son's copy of Hopalonf; Cassi~x., 

its flyleaf containing young Gatz's "Schedule" and "General 

Resolves" (GG, 174). -<"mother parallel occurs in the final 

Visions granted both n9.rr8.tors, 8.nd 11hich reflect the concern 

in both novels with relating the fate of their heroes to soc-

iety. Thus Iv:arlo,';'" s vision outside the door of Kurtz's fian-

cee's house of Kurtz "openin8 his mouth voraciously, R.S if to 

58 
Ibid., p. 410. 

b 
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devour all the earth" (RD, 170) corresponds wi th Nicl~' s "night 

scene by El Greco", the drunken v-TOmBn carried, ltke Kurtz, 

upon a stretcher (GG, 178). Furthermore, Earlow's resent

ment at "the sight of people hurrying through the streets" 

of "the sepulchral c1 ty" (ED, 166-167) parellels Nicl{' s des

ire upon returning from the East that the world be "in uniform 

and at a sort of moral attention forever" (GG, 2). The rel

ationship betil:reen the endings of the two works is rounded off 

by Mr. Gatz adopting the role played by Kurtz's Intended: as 

Marlo1'T lies to preserve the latter's fervent fai th in Kurtz, 

so too does Nick Carraway, agreeing with Mr. Gatz that his 

son I'Tould have "helped build up the conn try" (GG., 169) • 

. A1 though scanning substantially the same ground as 

Robert Stallme.n, Long's is a more illuminating study, and per

haps the most illuminating of the three. Particularly inter

esting is his demonstration of the extent to v.Thich Gatsby res

embles "Heart of Darkness" as regards common plot-situations, 

especially when the narrators' final disillusionment is being 

conveyed. Ever uncomfortable' wi th the mecha.nics of plot, 

Fitzgerald seems clearly to have drawn upon Conrad's study 

in disillusionment and fidelity to solve his dilemma • 

.As I said earlier (see above, page thirteen), origin

ally this thesis was to have been just such a tracing of para

llels as those s~a~arized above, but Eobert Stallman and Rob

ert Long have already covered that particular area. still, 
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it 1s tempting to mention the one possible perallel that has, 

so far as I am 81mre, remained 'unclaimed'. Towards the end 

of Nostrol!lo a minor character, Ramirez~ is introduced, the 

rejected lover of Giselle Viola. B~mned from her father's 

lighthouse, he pays tribute to Giselle in a manner that may 

foreshadow Ge_tsby' s: "It seems as though he had been in the 
59 ha.bi t of gazing at night upon the light" (Nostroillo, 423). 

As with many of the parallels mentioned in this chapter, how-

ever, there is no "I'ray of knov-ling if Viola's distant lighthouse 

became Gatsby's "green light". 

In the Introduction I suggested that before discuss-

ing the artistic unity of 9atsby it was necessary first to 

isolate the fe.gtures possibly adopted from conrad (see abo-ve, 

page thirteen). In this chapter I have attempted such an isol

ation, and in the next I shall demonstrate the novel's claim 

to being considered an origina.l artistic achievement. 

59 
Joseph eonrad, Nostromo (Hs.rmonds1'Torth, 1969). 



CIiAPTER:III 

SCOTT FITZGERALD .AND THE GRE.AT G.ATSBY 

The matter of Conrad's influence upon J'he Great G8tS'

Qx. having been given a fair hearing in Ch9pter II, I intend 

in the following discussion to illustr8te the originality of 

the l.!ovel by concentra.ting upon certain features that Fi tzger~ 

B.ld I3dd ed to the basi c narrative frgm.e"TJrork .etd opted from Conrad. 

I shall concentrate npon tl'TO elements, both of which serve to 

give Gatsb;z artistic unity: upon the C9se for Nick Carr8\,TBY 

as a unifying "centre of interest", serving a more important 

purpose than his ancestor IY!arlol1; and upon Fitzgerald's use 

of constantly recurring motifs, w'oven for the most part seam

lessly into the novel and fulfilling various reverberative 

functions. 

Despite the similarities shared by Nick and ~arlow. 

Nick is far from being ~arlow' transplanted to Ja.zz .age Long 

Island. I remarked earlier that Robert Stallman noted that 

Nick's mind lacked "Marlow's range and points of cnrioslty" 

(see above, page twenty-elght). St~dlrnan also perceived that, 

while Gatsby's significance for l'Ticlc is patterned upon "the 

cl-:aract8Tlr::tlc Conrac1ian iro!1ic cO::lbin'Cltion", Nick differs 

from r.:arlow in 9.n important respect: "rack lacks !\:arloT/T's 

.43 
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warm hUlnr,mity, his compassion and humility. Nick's'mor-

slity' camouflages his hypocrisy. He masks his duplicity. 

Nobody wrings from him a confession, but everybody confesses 
1 

to Nick: ••• " In another article Stallman launches a 

more scathing assault upon Nick as an "archprig all dressed 

up in B morally hard-boiled starched shirt of provincial 
2 

squeami shness and boasted tolerance s the hypocri te! " ~1na-

lysis bears this out to a degree, in that Nick's narrative 

is often misleading and evasive. But "hypocrisy" is too 

simple a characterization of rTick 'Carraway's inconsistency: 

the grounds of hj.s evasj.veness are more complicated, and 

once grasped provide the key to the novel. Furthermore, to 

concentrate upon CB.rral,ray's character and interpretation of 

events is to realize the Q~ity of the novel's simple yet 

intricate pattern. 

That Nick's narrative is characterized by more than 

simple hypocrisy is B.pparent from the self-introduction 

that opens the novel. Roughly summarized, Nick's i!ltentio,.,£ 

is threefold: (1) to "boast" of his tolerance: (2) to inf-

orm us of its limlts subsequent to his Eastern experiences; 

(3) to explain in part Gatsby's exemption from his embitt-

1 
"conrB;d-ar+d-The Great Gatsby", pp. 153-154. 

2 
"G.9tsby end the Role in Time", p. 137. 
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ered "reaction". His tone is one of moral assurs.nce, as 

befi ts a !nan able to lool~ back upon his "younger and more 

vulnerable years" (QQ., 1) from an implied older ~nd less 

vulnerable vante,ge-point. ':!:'his is his j.ntention, but, 3S 

is the case \.'Ti th most of Nick' s utter~mces and confessions, 

careful reading between the lines reveals less than assur

ance and a tolerance that is of a distinctly circumscribed 

nature. Nick is "inclined to reserve all judgments", but 

his description of it as "a habit" modifies this sign of 

tolerance and suggests that it is a mechanical tendency 

(QQ., 1). That Nick's br8.nd of tolerance is not an indulg

ent openness tovrards the actions of others is further 

suggested by his self-characterization as "8. normal person" 

prone to the attachment of "the abnormRl mind fl
• Here his 

talera.nce is shown to be qualified by a firm conception of 

certain phenomena 8S "normal" and other pheno:nena as "ab

normal". The latter next become "the secret eriefs of 

wild, 'tmlmm".rn men", a representation of uncontrolled emot

ion that contrasts with the depiction of "normal" Nick 

feigning "sleep, preoccupation, or a hostile levity" on 

occasions when he realized "by some unmistakable sien that 

8.n j.ntimate revelation WaS quivering on the horizon" (GG, 

1) • (It is noti ceable the, t a certain "levity" actually 

creeps into Nick's description here). What begins to emer

ge is the impression that Nick associates normality with 

order and a certain decorum, while abnormality appears to 



hi.In AS a kind of disordered vltality. That such a concep-

tion of experience's IDa.nifestations limits his tolerance 

is demonstrated in the following passage with an irony of 

which Nick is unaware: 

Reserving judgments is a matter of infinite hope. 
I am still a little afraid of missing something 
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if I forget th~t, as my father snobbishly sug~ested, 
and I snobbishly repeat, a sense of the f1mdamental 
decencies is parcelled out unequally at birth (GG, 1). 

Ironically, Nick's tolerance is made fe.asi ble by the very 

quality that circumscribes :tt, his righteous pride in his 

"sense of the fundamental decenctes". His avol'Ted faith in 

these further throws an ironic light upon the passage's 

epigrammatic opening, for 1-That 1'(eight does his "infinite 

hope" carry when life's possi bili ties 8.re qUB.lified from 

birth by the possession or lack of such a sense? In any 

case, Nick's pride in "reserving judgments" is drastically 

qualified in the sa.me i'ray, for that "sense of the fundamen-

tal decencies" represents his criterion for ultimate judg-

ment. r"lhEtt this pass8.ge suggests is that, firmly rooted 

in thB.t sense, Nick's boasted tolerance is a species of 

eavesdropping (he is "afraid of missing something") upon 

those less well-endowed, that it is a vicarious particip-

etion in experience, e combination of curiosity, censure 

and a certain distaste. 

The tension in Nick Carraway between curj.osi ty 

and distaste is enca.psulated in his oft-quoted remark in 

Cha.pter II: "I 1'ras wi thin and i'li thout, simultaneously 
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enchanted and repelled by the inexhaustible variety of life" 

(GG, 36). This statement is a key to Nick's character and I 

shall return to it frequently. It is in fact prefigured in 

the novel's opening pages, where enchantment and a certain 

repulsion constitute Nick's attitude to Gatsby: 

When I came back from the East last autumn I felt 
that I wanted the world to be in uniform and at a 
sort of moral attention forever; I wanted no more 
riotous excursions with privileged glimpses into 
the human heart. Only Gatsby, the man who gives 
his name to this book, was exempt from my reaction 
- Gatsby, who represented everything for'which I 
have an unaffected scorn. If personality is an un
broken series of successful gestures, then there 
was something gorgeous about him, some heightened 
sensitivity to the promises of life, as if he were 
related to one of those intricate machines that 
register earthquakes ten thousand miles away (GG, 2). 

This important passage clarifies the characteristic cast of 

Nick's consciousness. I noted above that Nick's sense of 

order and decorum is contrasted with a sense of abnormality 

as disordered but vital. This constitutes a kind of tension 

between stasis and movement which is captured vividly in Nick's 

feigning sleep as an "intimate revelation" is "quivering on 

the horizon" and is further expanded in the contrast between 

a world clothed in a depersonalizlng moral uniform and stand

ing stiffly at attention and the fluidity of "gorgeous" Gat-

sby's succession of gestures. Here at the very beginning of 

the novel Nick's dilemma Is established: perpetually enchant

ed and repelled, he is doomed always to observe, never to par

ticipate. Unable to commit himself enough to participate, his 

"infinite hope" 11es in contemplation and in the non-committal 
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reserving of judgments. His assured tone cannot conceal the 

underlying contradictions and his epigrammatic justifications 

are hedged around with irony. NiCk's fate is to stand in the 

morally disciplined ranks admiringly watching Gatsby's success

ful gestures: there is a certain safety in numbers, but whole 

areas of experience are closed oute Consequently, although 

the book bears Gatsby's name, it is in a very real sense 

about Nick, taking its form from his consciousness and in part 

developing its theme through the same medium. 

Nick's problem is not hypocrisy; it is rather the con

flict between an awareness that life has "inexhaustible vari

ety" and a reluctance to commit himself to such a condition 

of uncertainty. Nick comes from a background where his aunts 

and uncles talk over his desire to come East "as if they were 

choosing a. prep school" for him (llii, 3), despite the fact that 

he has recently returned from a World War! In the East Nick 

is in closer relationship with "life's inexhaustible Variety" 

than ever before'oand unc~rtainty in the face of new experie

nce leads him to seek the security represented by the "funda

mental decencies" inculcated in him by his heritage. In a 

sense, a part of Nick's mind is in perpetual family council. 

In a sense he ~ "mask his duplicity", but from himself 

rather than from the reader. He may deceive himself, but the 

evasions and inconsistencies of his narrative are palpable 

enough to prevent the reader from being duped. For the novel 

to succeed the reader has to be distanced from Nick and able 



to see what he does not, and this is why I noted above that 

the theme of the novel develops "in part" through Nick's 

consciousness. For the most part it develops through the 

synthesis between Nick's awareness of the significance of 

James Gatz's fable and our more complete sense of the role 

played by Nick himself. 

This necessary distance is partly achieved by making 

the reader distrust Nick on account of clear inconsistencies 

in his narrative. For example, Nick's recurrent allusions 

to the anonymous girl he has back home fulfil this function. 

Nick first admits her existence in response to a question 

from Daisy Buchanan: 

Of course I knel'1 what they were referring to, but 
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I wasn't even vaguely engaged. The fact that gossip 
had published the banns l'laS one of the reasons I 
had come East. You can't stop going with an old 
friend on account of rumors, and on the other hand 
I~had no intention of being rumored into marriage (GG, 20). 

Two things are to be noted here. In the first place, Nick 

originally informs us that he "decided to go East to lee.rn 

the bond business~ (GG, 3), making no mention of this sex

ual dimension to his decision. Secondly, the reasonable 

tone of his justification cannot conceal his failure to lev

el with this "old friend": while denying the power of gossip 

he submits to it abjectly and avoids the issue completely. 

Later he does the same thing after his affair with the girl 

from Jersey City, letting"it "blow away quietly" once her 

brother's interest threatens to rob it of its casual quality 

b 



(~, 57). His girl in the Middle west reappears at the end 

of Chapter III as "that tangle back home" from which Nick 

must free himself before any serious relationship with Jor

dan Baker: 

I'd been writing letters once a week and signing 
them "Love, Nick," and all I could think of was 
how, when that certain girl played tennis, a faint 
mustache of perspiration appeared on her upper lip. 
Nevertheless there 1'ms a vague understanding tha.t 
had to be tactfully broken off before I was free. 
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Everyone suspects himself of at least one of the 
cardinal virtues, and this is mine: I am one of the 
few honest people that I have ever known (GG, 59-60). 

Here is a classic instance of Nick attempting to counter his 

ambiguous actions with an epigram of moral rectitude and 

succeeding only in flooding himself in an ironic light. If 

it 1s an attempt to mask his duplicity from the reader it is 

a botched job, but seen as an attempt at self-justification 

it is an example of Nick's retreat into generalizations in 

the face of uncertainty. Surely this explains the peculiar 

and highly evocative allusion to that "faint mustache of per-

spiration". Here I am encroaching already upon the matter of 

the novel's recurrent motifs,' for in Nick's mind perspiration 

comes to signify disorder, the breakdown of decorum. In Chap

ter VII Nick travels home by train on the hottest day of the 

summer. He notes that the woman next to him "perspired deli-

cately for a while into her white shirtwaist" before her en-

ervation causes her to drop her pocket-book. He hands it back 

"by the extreme tip of the corners to indicate that I had no 

designs upon it - but everyone near by, including the woman, 
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suspected me just the same" (GG, 114-115). Receiving his 

ticket from the conductor Nick notes "a dark stain from his 

hand" and exclaims upon the heat as follows: "That anyone 

should care in this heat whose flushed lips he kissed, whose 

head made damp the pa.jama pocket over his heart: iI (QQ.. 115). 

The next day, after Myrtle Wilson's death, a call from Jordan 

awakes him "with sweat breaking out" on his forehead (QQ, 155). 

Nick's sensitivity in this matter suggests distaste, as if 

the physical presence of others becomes too real for him. 

The "mustache of perspiration" has him reaching for his self

image as "honest" Nick Carraway at the same time as he turns 

towards the antithesis of perspiring physicality, Jordan's 

"clean, hard, limited person" (GG, 81). .As for the tactful 

break, we never know if he makes it or not, but it is no sur

prise to discover in Chapter VI that Nick has been "trotting 

aroUlld " New York with Jord.an "trying to ingratiate \!11msel:t] 

with her senile aunt" (GG, 102). 

As more e~erges of the essential Nick Carraway, stall

man's charge of hypocrisy becomes less and less relevant, for 

Nick is too confused, too incapable of facing the contradic

tions in his own nature to be able to present a convincing 

mask for his dUplicity. i!fhen repulsion comes into effect sim

ultaneously with enchantment Nick scurries desperately for the 

temporary sanctuary of his inherited moral earnestness. For 

the one thing Nick fears is the disorder that he sees as result

ing from the lack of a "sense of the fundamental decencies". 

b 



For example, when the shrilling telephone shatters the dec

orum of dinner at the Buchanans' Nick makes an illuminating 

confession I "To a certain temperament the situation might 

have seemed intriguing - my own instinct was to telephone 

immediately for the police" (GG, 16). 

But, as Nick's exemption of Gatsby from his "react-
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ion" shows, he is not immune to the claims of "persona.li ty". 

His problem is that while feeling that personality must be 

fulfilled he yet feels that such fulfilment is hazardous. 

If we look at his two chief relationships in the novel -

with Jordan and with Gatsby - this emerges more clearly. 

Jordan and Gatsby represent contrasting attitudes towards 

experience, and through their attraction for him Nick is 

shown to be seeking for some kind of integrity as an altern

ative to his divided personality. A consideration of these 

relationships further suggests that Nick is indeed the 

novel's centre of interest. For example, not only does his 

affair with Jordan serve the structural purpose of connect-

lng Nick with the events of the summer, but also develops 

and clarifies his dilemma as charted above. The same is 

true also of his relationship with Gatsby, for, as Robert 

Stallman notes, "The Nick story is lnseparable from the 

Gatsby story. the one twining around the other to provide 
3 

parallelisms to it." 

3 
"Gatsby and the Hole in Time", p. 136. 



Both relationships are initiated by what can be 

called the 'romantic' aspect of Nick's character, through 

which his desire for participation manifests itself. one 

of the crucial similarities between Nick and Gatsby is the 

sensitivity of both to life's promises as represented by 

"the beauty that wealth imprisons and preserves" (GG, 150). 

That Nick has such a sensitivity is made clear in his resp

onse to the Buchanans, especially Daisy_ Through Nick's 

eyes their mansion is a masterpiece of rippling fluid 
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beauty, its lawn running "toward the front door for a quart

er of a mile, jumping over sun-dials and brick walks and 

burning gardens - finally when it reached the house drift

ing up the side in bright vines as though from the momentum 

of its run" (QQ.. 6-7). The same sense of fluid loveliness 

characterizes his evocation of the~right rosy-colored space" 

where he greets Daisy and meets Jordan (QQ, 8). And Nick, 

like Gatsby, cannot resist the charm of his distant cousin: 

Her face was sad and lovely with bright things in 
it, bright eyes and a bright passionate mouth, but 
there l~as an excitement in her voice that men who 
had cared for her found difficult to forget: a sin
ging compulsion, a whispered "Llsten g " a promise 
that she had done exciting things just a while 
since and that there were gay, exciting things 
hovering in the next hour (GG, 9-10). 

Nick himself may be one of the "men who had cared for her", 

for her charm works powerfully upon him, and his sense of 

her "promise" foreshadows Gatsby's later response to the 

"ripe mystery" of her Louisville home (GG, 148). Like him, 



Nick feels the seductive pull of promise, excitement and rom

ance, and in the coda to Chapter III his affair with Jordan 

is seen to stem from this. Nick's summary of his life in New 

York is a poignant revelation of his simultaneous exclusion 

from and desire to participate in life's variety: "I liked to 

walk up Fifth Avenue and pick out romantic women from the 

crowd and imagine that in a few minutes I was going to enter 

their lives, and no one l'1ould ever know or disapprove ••• ,At 

the enchanted metropolitan twilight I felt a haunting loneli

ness sometimes, and felt it in others ••• " (GG, 57). What 

emerges here is Nick's desire to "enter" someone else's life 

and escape the loneliness that his moral earnestness condemns 

him to. And so he enters Jorden Baker's life, although the 

following passage demonstrates that even this is a compromise: 

Unlike Gatsby and Tom Buchanan, I had no girl whose 
disembodied face floated along the dark cornices and 
blinding signs, and so I drew up the girl beside me, 
tightening my arms. Her wan, scornful mouth smiled, 
and so I drew her up again closer, this time to my 
face (GG, 81). 

Here Nick's embrace is but a gesture of participation, an att-

empt to gain the romantic dimension to his life that he feels 

he lacks. It is not a tender moment, with Nick's arms "tight

ening" and Jordan's "wan, scornful mouth"smiling. His entry 

into her life is not a romantic commitment. He first goes 

with her because he is~lattered to go places with her, bec

ause she was a golf champion" (GG, 58). He never fully loves 

her (although he is "half in love with her" when he throws her 

over (GG, 179», but feels only fla tender curiosity" (gQ, 58). 
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What arouses his curiosity and attracts him to her seems to 

be his fascination with. the scepticism with which Jordan con-

fronts experience. When he first meets Jordan he is struck 

by her self-sufficiency: "Almost any exhibition of complete 

self-sufficiency draws a stunned tribute from me" (QQ., 9). 

In his dilemma self-sufficiency is what Nick palpably lacks, 

and he is attracted by the cool insolence that is the outward 

manifestation of Jordan's seemingly integrated identity. Naiv

ely or evasively, Nick sees his attraction for her as lying 

in his honesty and integrity, and once again he produces an 

ironic self-evaluation: 

Jordan Baker instinctively avoided clever, shrewd 
men, and now' I saw that this 1'1aS because she felt 
safer on a plane where any divergence from a code 
would be thought impossible. She was incurably 
dishonest. She wasn't able to endure being at a 
disadvantage and, given this unwillingness, I supp
ose she had begun dealing in subterfuges when she 

·was very young in order to keep that cool, insolent 
smile turned to the world and yet satisfy the dem
ands of her hard, jaunty body (GG, .58-.59). 

The irony here lies in the fact that Nick's evaluation of 

Jordan applies equally well t.o his own character as it emer

ges in the novel. Placed immediately prior to his revelat-

ion of the weekly "Love, Nick" letters the passage gains in 

ironic effectiveness. Nick's perception that Jordan feels 

safe on a plane where rigid adherence to a moral code is ex

pected is accurate because it exactly describes the motives 

behind his own pride in his dubious moral integrity. Her 

subterfuges parallel his own narrative evasiveness, while 



Jordan_' s. "cool, insolent smile" suggests that she and Nick 

make a complementary oouple, for our only guide to Nick's 

appearance is his resemblance to "the rather hard-boiled 

painting" of his great-uncle - the great-uncle, moreover, who 

"sent a substitute to the Civil vlar" and proceeded to found 

the family fortune (GG, 3). 

Glimpses of Nick and Jordan together are few, yet 

those we have suggest that in Jordan Nick is searching for 

some kind of 'sceptical equilibrium', where life's "inexhaust-

ible variety" is confronted with a "cool, insolent smile" that 

keeps it at arm's length and makes Jordan a survivor. For ex

ample, in Chapter VII Jordan and Nick greet Tom's fury at 

Daisy's blatant affection for Gatsby with laughter (GG, 122), 

a strong contrast to Nick's earlier "instinct to telephone 

for the police" in the face of the Buchanans' marital disharm

ony. Further, his attraction to her hardened scepticism is 

made clear in the second passage in which they display physical 

closeness. Having witnessed the death throes of Gatsby's 

dream in the Plaza Hotel Nick broods upon the new "decade of 

loneliness" that his thirtieth birthday has opened up before 

him. In the face of such a lack of promise Jordan offers re-

assurance: 

But there was Jordan beside me, who, unlike Daisy, 
was too wise ever to carry well-forgotten dreams 
from age to age. As we passed over the dark bridge 
her wan face fell lazily against my coat's shoulder 
and the formidable stroke of thirty died away with 
the reassuring pressure of her hand (GG, 136). 
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This moment parallels that earlier embrace and reveals the 

compromise the relationship represents. Nick initially takes 

Jordan to satisfy a desire for some form of romantic commit

ment, some fragment of the excitement he feels he lacks. 

concomitant with that, however, is his perpetual wariness to 

the possibilities represented by romantic involvement, so 

that now Jordan is equally attractive on account of her 'un

romantic' scepticism. Seeing Gatsby's failure as justifying 

his Olqn wariness, Jordan's abandonment of "well-forgotten 

dreams" is "wise". At this point, before Gatsby's desertion, 

Jordan's attitude appears vindicated, to offer Nick a way 

towards self-sufficiency. 

Ultimately, however, Gatsby's flgorgeous U personality 

wins out over Jordan's hardened ability to survive. .And yet 

analysis of this relationship, Nick's most important, reveals 

even more closely the nature of his personal tragedy. As I 

shall show, if Nick is redeemed by his fidelity to Gatsby, it 

is a highly quali,fied redemption. While his rejection of 

Jordan represents a romantic commitment to Gatsby, that comm

itment serves only to highlight Nick's dilemma and finally 

to clarify it as a romantic fatalism. 

I noted earlier that Nick and Gatsby cannot be cons

idered separate from one another. The truth of the matter is 

that Gatsby derives what significance he has only through 

Nick's eyes. His significance is the significance he has for 
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Nick. "I don't lmow why -he should always have appeared to me 

symbolic", Marlow says of Jim (LJ, 201). The same could be 

said by Nick of Gatsby, for it is Nick who interprets the 

story of James Gatz and endows it with symbolic significance. 

Earlier I remarked that Nick exhibits a "sensitivity to the 

promises of life" similar to that which he sees in Gatsby, and 

if for Gatsby such promises are represented by Daisy Buchanan 

then for Nick they are represented by Gatsby himself. Nick's 

first extended encounter with Gatsby - the luncheon in New 

York - illustrates the nature of Gatsby's appeal for Nick. 

Through Nick's eyes Gatsby pulses like a fitful star, one min-

ute insignificant, the next gleaming brightly. Take, for ex-

ample, Nick's response upon hearing Gatsby describe himself 

as a "young rajah": initially he with difficulty restrains his 

'incredulous laughter" at the image of "a turbaned 'character' 

leaking sawdust at every pore as he pursued a tiger through 

the Bois de Boulogne" <QQ., 66). once, however, Gatsby's 

Montenegrin medal and Oxford photograph corroborate elements 

of his self-portrait the image is accepted and flares vividly 

into life: 

Then it was all true. I saw the skins of tigers -
flaming in his palace on the Grand Canal; I saw 
him opening a chest of rubies to ease, with their 
crimson-lighted depths, the gnawings of his broken 
heart (QQ., 67). 

Once given corroboration, Nick is perfectly willing and able 

to accept Gatsby in all his gorgeousness. The drive to New 

York further illustrates Gatsby's exhilarating effect upon 
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Nick. "Wi th fenders spread like wings we scattered light thr

ough half Astoria", Nick recalls (GG, 68), and further notes a 

sense of "promise" in the sight of the "white heaps and sugar 

lumps" of New York: uThe city seen from the Queensboro bridge 

1s always the city seen for the first time, in its first wild 

promise of all the mystery and the beauty in the 'World.": .And 

in Nick's euphoric state, "EVen Ga.tsby could happen, without 

any particular wonder •••• " (GG, 69). To Nick the 'promise" 

of the city represents what Dan Cody's yacht represents to 

young Gatz - "all the beauty and glamour in the world" (QQ., 

100-101). It is on these grounds - Nick's romantic sensitiv

ity - that Gatsby appeals to him, and when on the same day 

J"ordan reveals Gatsby's love for Daisy, Gatsby flowers for 

Nick much as Daisy later blossoms with Gatsby's kiss: "He came 

alive to me, delivered suddenly from the womb of his purpose

less splendor" (QQ., 79). Jordan' s revelation having provided 

an intensely romentic, ideal context within which Nick can view 

Gatsby, his splendour is no longer "purposeless". Now it expr

esses the glorious nature of 'his commitment, and at this mom

ent Gatsby as a symbol for Nick is born, "delivered suddenly". 

Under the spell that Gatsby now casts upon him, Nick 

does all he can in the following chapter (V) to make the long

awaited reunion a success. With the exception of the arrange

ments that he makes following Gatsby's death, this 1s the only 

occasion in the novel where Nick acts forcefully, and the ass

umption must be that Gatsby's sucoess matters to him enough 
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to make him willing to encourage the rift in the Buchanan mar-

riage that so alarmed him earlier. For Nick is going against 

the values inherited from ua city where dwellings are still 

called through decades by a family's name" (GG, 177). 

Simultaneously with this vigorous prosecution of Gat-

sby's plan, however, a certain powerful fatalism emerges. Here, 

at the moment his dream is on the verge of realization, Gats

by's decline commences: 

He had been full of the idea so long, dreamed it 
right through to the end, waited with his teeth set, 
so to speak, at an inconceivable pitch of intensity. 
Now, in the reaction, he was running down like an 
overwound clock (GG, 93). 

This sense of Gatsby "running dOl'm'f dominates the remainder of 

the scene. Gatsby,rema.rks that Daisy's dock has a green light 

burning upon it at night: "Possibly", Nick wonders, "it had 

occurred to him that the colossal significance of that light 

had now vanished forever. • • • His count of enchanted obj-

ects had diminished by oneil <QQ, 94). such is certainly the 

case, and it may w~ll be that there wareHmoments even that 

afternoon when Daisy tumbled short of his dreams - not through 

her own fault, but because of the colossal vitality of his 

illusion" ($ill, 97). But a certain likelihood in these remarks 

should not obscure the fact that the decline that commences 

here is only interpretation on Nick's part. The same is true 

of all Nick's remarks upon Gatsby throughout their relation

ship, for, as Stallman notes (see above, page twenty-seven), 

Nick "presents Gatsby only from the outside." Gatsby is never 
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realized from within, the exact nature of his disillusionment 

never known. Gatsby may fretfully complain that Daisy "does

n't understand" (QQ., 111), but it is Nick's disillusionment, 

comm~nQlng in Chapter V. that drives the novel onwa.rd to its 

close. The Gatsby made aware upon his lonely walk to his 

swimming-pool of the loss of "the old warm world", of the 

"high price" paid "for living too long l'lith a single dream", 

and of fla new world, material without being real, where poor 

ghosts, breathing dreams like air, drifted fortuitously about" 

(~, 162), this Gatsby is the imaginative creation of Nick 

Carraway. Whether Gatsby ever attains such self-knowledge is 

not known. In fact, he emerges from his final meeting with 

Nick as essentially undismayed. His remark that Daisy's love 

for Tom was "just personal" defies even Nick's conception of 

his soul: "What could you make of that, except to suspect 

some intensity in his conception of the affair that couldn't 

be measured?" (~, 152). And when Nick turns to yell his 

sole compliment t9 him, Gatsby, clad in his "gorgeous pink 

rag of a suit", first nods politely and then breaks into "that 

radiant and understanding smile" (GG, 1.54). 

The figure of Gatsby disillusioned is in fact another 

instance of Nick's inability to face his own nature, for the 

disillusionment is his own. Once again the constant tension 

between enchantment and repulsion circumscribes his romantic 

commitment. Nick's attitude towards Gatsby's dream 1s that of 

Keats towards the lovers' pursuit around the urn: "She cannot 
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fade, though thou hast not thy bliss,/Forever wilt thou love, 

and she be fair:" ("Ode on a Grecian Urn", 19-20). Just be

fore he first embraces Jordan, in fact, an echo of Keats's 

sentiments beats in Nick's ears "with a sort of heady excite

ment: 'There are only the pursued, the pursuing, the busy and 

the tired'" (GG, 81). The failure or otherwise of Gatsby's 

dream has to be evaluated in the light of this streak of fat

alism in Nick's character, for into the fable of James Gatz 

he injects his own sense of the transient nature of romance. 

When Nick broods upon "the old, unknown world" in the novel's 

splendid closing paragraphs he mourns for himself as well as 

for Gatsby, and his sense that the "transitory enchanted mom

ent" is forever gone (QQ, 182) becomes a justification for 

the lack of commitment revealed in the novel. That moment 

past, commitment becomes futile and he is left with brooding 

contemplation in its stead. Nick packs his trunk, sells his 

car to the grocer, and goes home, having learnt What he sus

pected was true all along. 

In my final remarks upon Nick Carraway's role I must 

move into the second area to be discussed in this chapter, that 

of the novel's recurrent motifs. At the end of the novel NiCk's 

dilemma is essentially unresolved. His interpretation of the 

events that he has witnessed becomes a justification for his 

own non-involvement. And subsequent to the moment at which 

Gatsby and Daisy are reunited Nick's role as an outsider is 

.emphasized. His distant relationship with life's "inexhaust-
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the end of Chapter V: 

They had forgotten me, but Daisy glanced up and hel~ 
out harhand; Gatsby didn't know me now at all. I 
looked once more at them and they looked back at me 
remotely, possessed by intense life. Then I went out 
of the room and down the marble steps into the rain, 
leaving them there together (QQ, 97). 

Nlck ls always excluded from "intense life" because he is "slow-

th1nking and full of interior rules that act as brakes on his 

desires" (illl, .59)~ In the second half of the novel this lack 

of spontaneity expresses itself in a motif of 'inarticulateness' 

at moments of emotional intensity. The most powerful of these 

follo'ws Nick's reconstruction of Daisy's "incarnation" at the 

end of Chapter VI: 

Through all he said, even through his appalling sent
imental! ty, I 't'las reminded ofsomethlng - an elusive 
rhythm, a fragment of lost words, that I had heard 
somewhere a long time ago. For a moment a phrase 
tried to taka shape in my mouth end my lips parted 
11ke a dumb man's, as though there was more strugg
ling upon them than a wisp of startled air. But they 
made no sound, and what I had almost remembered was 
incommunicable forever (GG, 112). -

This glimpse of an'unknown impulse struggling for expression 

recalls the earlier allusion to his girl's "fa1nt mustache of 

perspiration": both suggest that Nick's hard~bol1ed exterior 

and moral earnestness conceal intense emotional activity. Here 

he seems so close to a transforming 1dentification with Gatsby 

yet struggles like a "dumb man" to give it expression. A sim~ 

lIar spontaneous express10n of identification is born yet un

fulfilled in Chapter VII, when Gatsby justifies to Tom his 
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claim to being an "Oxford man": "I wanted to get up and slap 

him on the back. I had one of those renewals of complete 

faith in him that I'd experienced before" (gQ" 130). Again, 

the night after Myrtle Wilson's death Nick's sleep is disrup

ted by "savage, frightening dreams", and on waking he makes 

straight for Gatsby's: "I felt that I had something to tell 

him, something to warn him about, and morning would be too 

late" (GG, 147). What the warning is we never discover, and 

in any case when he senses that Gatsby is "clutching at some 

last hope" Nick admits that he "couldn't bear to shake him 

free" (GG, 148). To the very end he remains detached, engaged 

in contemplation. Is it unjust to suggest, in fact, that Nick, 

knowing Daisy's respons1b1lity for Myrtle's death, possesses 

knowledge that could avert the catastrophe? Fidelity to the 

dead dreamer does not prevent him mutely listening to Tom's 

tirade against Gatsby's • callousness': "There was nothing I 

could say, except the one unutterable fact that it wasn't 

true" (QQ., 180). His silence is tantalizing: it may stem from 

a reluctance to disrupt the Buchanans' repaired marriage, but 

it may well be a perverse desire to preserve his romantically 

fatalistic interpretation of Gatsby's fate. For to admit 

that Gatsby's death results from a simple case of error that 

could have been avoided is to rob that fate of the catastr

ophic significance that justifies Nick's failure to commit 

himself to "intense life". The fact that his one compliment 

to Gatsby is wrung from him at the last possible ~oment is 
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further evidence of his reticence, a tacit criticism of which 

may be seen in Wolfsheim's suggestion that we "learn to show 

our friendship for a man when he is alive and not after he is 

dea.d" <QQ., 173). 

"It was all very careless and confused", says Nick (GG, 

180), and his final response is once again to make for the 

security and order of generalizations, classifying the moral 

problem in terms of a contrast between East and West. Against 

his vision of the East as "a night scene by El Greco" eGG, 178) 

he sets his childhood memories of the trip back home at Christ

mas (~, 177). Not only does the retreat into childhood sugg

est a retreat from responsibility into protected security, but 

also Nick's 'moral geography'does not hold true. The novel 

1s indeed "a story of the West" (GG, 177). for throughout the 

novel Nick's desire to see in East-West terms is undermined. 

The valley of ashes may be in the East, but so 1s the lovely 

Buchanan mansion to which Nick responds so lyrically. The div

ision that Nick falls back upon is not there. As Robert Stall

man notes, "geography is scrambled" in the nove14 : when Nick 

asks Gatsby what part of the Middle West he hails from Gatsby 

replies, "'San Francisco'" (GG, 65)0 Stallman further re~arks 

that "The confused identity of west and East is epitomized in 

the figure of Dan cody as 'the pioneer debauchee, who ••• 

brought back to the Eastern seaboard the savage violence of 

4 
"Gatsby and the Hole in Time", p. 140. 
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the frontier brothel and saloon,,,.5 The "confused identity" 

noted here parallels, of course, Nick's confused personality. 

He presents his return home as a return to order and to a 

moral integrity that contrast with Eastern carelessness and 

confusion. Yet he himself speaks of "the bored, swollen 

towns beyond the Ohio, with their interminable inquisitions 

which spared only the children and the very old" (GG, 177), 

while the valley of ashes carries connotations of Western arid

i ty when deseri bed as "a fantastic farm where ashes grow like 

wheat" (GG, 23). When at the Buchanans' home,Nick contrasts 

the sense of ease there with the West, "where an evening was 

hurried from phase to phase toward its close, in a continually 

disappointed anticipation or else in sheer nervous dread of 

the moment itself" (GG, 13). As Stallman writes, "The West 

••• flguresas the land of the unlivlng, and that is What 

Nick re-t:reats to. ,,6 Working against Nick's generalization is 

a motif both simple and effective, the ambivalent significance 

of the city of Chicago. It is from that city's Union Station 

that Nick embarks upon that Christmas return home, but it is 

Chicago as much as New York that is the centre of the criminal 

activities of Wolfsheim and Gatsby. Nick's first meeting with 

Gatsby is terminated when a butler informs Gatsby that Chicago 

5 
Ibid., p. 140. 

6 
Ibid., p. 136. 
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is "calling him on the wire" (GG, 49). The day of Gatsby's 

death Nick awaits a call from Daisy, but when a call comes 

from Chicago it is not Daisy but "Slagle" with the news of 

"young Parke's" arrest (GG, 167). And when Nick calls on Wolf

sheim at the "Swastika Holding Company" the secretary attempts 

to convince him that her employer has "gone to Chicago" (GG, 171). 

This recurrent motif serves to reveal that Nick's final refuge 

is a deception, that the corruption he associates with the East 

Is not confined there. Once again, "the inexhaustible variety 

of life" refuses to submit to his protective generalizations, 

The primary function of the novel's other recurrent 

motifs seems to be that of expressing the confused va.riety of 

experience of which Nick is so wary. Thus they work in much 

the same way as the geographical 'confusion' just discussed. 

Throughout the novel there runs a motif of confused and mist

aken identity that reflects Nick's o~m divided self. Perhaps 

.the most remarkable instance of it is Nick's list of Gatsby's 

guests at the beginning of Chapter IV. Robert Stallman has 

undertaken an ingenious and revealing analysis of this, a 

brief quotation from which gives an idea of his discoveries: 

The names of Gatsby's house-guests that Nick records 
on the margins of a defunct railroad-timetable furnish, 
as it were, a forest of crossed identities. With the 
clan of Blackbuck • • • Cecil Roebuck - figuratively 
speaking - crossbreeds, and Roebuck shares what Fran
cis Bull has in common with the ~beams.7 

7"GatsbY and the Hole in Time", p. 140. 
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There are many other instances. The dogseller in New York 

bears "an absurd resemblance to John D. Rockefeller" while 

his "Airedale" is of "indeterminate breed" (QQ., 27). Myrtle 

Wilson, denying that she was no more "crazy about" her hus

band than "about that man there", pOints at Nick, who adopts 

an expression to suggest that he "had played no part in her 

past" (GG, 35). Gatsby's party is marked by "enthusiastic 

meetings between women who never knew each other's names" 

(~t 40) and by the drunken tears of a young woman who has 

"had a fight with a man who says he's her husband" (GG, 51-52). 

There are, of course, the conflicting tales of Gatsby's orig

ins, while Wolfsheim apologizes to Nick for mistaking him for 

one in search of a "gonnegtion"z "I had a wrong man" (GG, 71). 

Lengthy discussion fails ever to establish just who the "Bil

oxi" who attended Daisy's wedding was (GG, 128-129). Myrtle 

Wilson mistakes Jordan for Tom's wife (G~. 125), while her 

husband takes an advertisement to be God (GG, 160) and hands 

out justice to the wrong person. And in Nick's "night scene by 

El Greco" the stretcher-bearers "turn in at a house - the wrong 

house. But no one !mows the woman's name, and no one cares" 

(GG, 178). Thus Nick's confused identity both mirrors and is 

mirrored by the society surrounding him. 

Another obvious motif is that of careless driving. In 

Chapter III Nick and Jordan have fla curious conversation about 

driving a car" (illi, 59), where careless driving becomes a met

aphor for the absence of moral restraints (Nick's "brakes"). 



The mot1f originates a few pages earlier. As he leaves Gat

sby's party Nick comes across the owl-eyed man from Gatsby's 

library contemplating his car, which lies in a ditch nvio1-

ent1y shorn of one wheel" (GG, 54). Disclaiming all respon

sib1lity, the owl-eyed man remarks only that "It happened, 

and that's all I lmow" (GG, 54), which perhaps foreshadows 

the "careless and confused" catastrophe at the end of the nov-

e1. The fact that he is not in fact the driver of the wrecked 

automobile certainly prefigures the confusion surrounding Myr

tle's death. In the next chapter the motif is picked up in 

Tom's Santa Barbara accident, shortly after his marriage, 

while accompanied by a hotel chambermaid (GG. 78). Finally, 

there is Myrtle's death: when Daisy turns toward the oncoming 

Car to avoid Myrtle, only to turn back (GG, 145), her instinct 

for self-preservation, soon to condemn Gatsby to death, is 

captured brilliantly. 

As a symbol in Gatsby the car is, in Stallman's term

inology, "ambivalent". One recalls Nick's exhilaration as Gat

sby's car "scattered light through half Astoria", while for 

Gatsby Daisy's Louisville home hints at "romances that were 

not musty and laid away already in lavender, but fresh and 

breathing and redolent of this year's shining motor-cars" (GG, 
\ -

148). Finally, however, the car becomes associated with death, 

the newspapers referring to Gatsby's yellow monster as "the 

'death' car'" (GG, 1.38). 

These two motifs - of confused identity &~d of careless 
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driving - are perhaps the most obvious. But the novel is a 

tapestry of less obvious ones that demonstrate the attention 

paid by Fitzgerald to detail. To catalogue all of them here 

would make this already lengthy chapter even longer, and I 

intend only to give a brief summary in conclusion. I have 

already noted the recurrent allusions to perspiration (see 

above, pages fifty and fifty-one). A variation on this may 

be seen in the motif of water: the grotesque tears wept by 

the young woman who has decided "that everything was very, 

very sad" (GG, 51); Gatsby's letter to Daisy on the eve of 

her marriage "squeezed into a wet ball" and "coming to pieces 

like snow" in the soap=dish (GG, 77); the rain that provides 

a sombre backcloth to the lovers' reunion in Chapter V, and 

so drenches Gatsby that when Nick opens the front door he 

finds him, "pale as death, with his hands plunged like weights 

in his coat pockets, ••• standing in a puddle of water 

glaring tragically into my eyes" (GG, 86). This last inst

ance may be a foreshadowing of Gatsby revolving slowly in the 

pool (~, 162-163), for the comparison between his hands and 

"weights" suggests death. 

From the valley of ashes comes the motif of dust, her

alded in the "foul dust" that floats "in the wake" of Gatsby's 

dreams (GG, 2), and picked up in the "white ashen dust" that 

covers George Wilson's suit as it covers everything in that 

arid environment which smothers Myrtle Wilson's smouldering 

vitality (GG, 26). After the accident, Myrtle, "her life viol-
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ently extinguished," kneels in the road and mingles "her 

thick dark blood with the dust" (GG, 138). In Gatsby's house 

on the day after her death, Nick notes "an inexplicable 

amount of dust everywhere" (GG, 147), and the motif finally 

appears in Tom's warning to Nick that Gatsby "threw dust in 

your eyes just like he did in Daisy's" (~G, 180). Just as 

the flash-gray men" in the valley of ashes wield their spades 

and "stir up an impenetrable cloud, which screens their obsc

ure 'operations from your sight" (GG, 23), so this dust prevents 

Tom learning the truth and closes out Nick's interest "in the 

abortive sorrows and short-winded elations of men" (GG, 2). 

With regard to Long's perception that the "central 

symbolic scene" in the novel is Daisy's ma.rriage to Tom, there 

also seems to be e. slight 'wedding mot:i.f' in the novel. Long 

notes that "the portentous chords of Mendelssohn's Wedding 

March" punctuate the confrontation scene in the Plaza Hotel, 

but there are two other possible allusions to the wedding. 

When Nick enters the "bright rosy-colored space" at the Buch

anans' and meets Daisy and Jordan, he notes that the breeze 

blows the curtains "up toward the frosted wedding-cake of the 

ceiling" (GG, 8). There may be a possible echo of this in' 

Chapter II, when the cab taking Tom, Myrtle and Nick to the 

New York apartment stops at "one slice in a long 1'1hi te cake of 

apartment-houses" (GG, 28): here it would serve the purpose 

of counterpointing Myrtle's temporary contentment with a rem

inder of the barrier represented by Tom's marriage. 
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Also to be noted is the frequency with which images 

of death occur in Nick's narrative. As Henry Dan Piper notes, 

in the pencil manuscript of the novel a certain powerful aware

ness of mortality was given to Nick as early as the conclusion 

of Chapter I, where following his visit to the Buchanans' his 

"thoughts turn to death, and he longs for some violent exper-
8 

ience that will jar him out of this state of mind." And 

perhaps this awareness was the artistic expression, later del

eted, of Fitzgerald's response to a similar awareness in Con-

rad's Marlow. For the latter's loathing of lies stems from 

such a sense of mortality: "There is a taint of death, a flav-

our of mortality in lies - which is exactly what I hate and 

detest in the l'lorld - what I want to forget" (gQ, 89). In any 

case, suchan explicit al'mreness on Nick's part having been del-

eted, these recurrent images of death are all that remain, and 

they testify to that romantic fatalism discussed earlier (see 

above, page fifty-seven). Gatsby's hands "plunged like weights 

in his coat pockets" represent such an image. There is also 

the sight of the "dead man • • • in a hearse heaped with bl

ooms" that follows Nick's response to New York's "promise" (QQ., 

69), and later we learn that when Gatsby bought his house 

"the black wreath" to the memory of the previous owner (another 

disappointed romantic) was still on the door (GG, 89). The 

8 
F. scott Fitzgerald: A Critical Portrait, p. 139. 
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hearse reappears at Gatsby's funeral, of course, in the "motor 

hearse, horribly black and wet", where the motifs of death 

and water come together (GG, 175). 

Another group of motifs are concerned with the novel's 

chief characters. Gatsby, of course, is often described as 

"gorgeous", and the other characters have their own 'key' 

words. Jordan has "a jauntiness about her movements" (GG, 51), 

a "hard, jaunty body" (GG, 59), l'1aVeS "a jaunty salute" (GG, 

53), and leans back "jauntily" into Nick's embrace (gg., 81). 

Tom seems to Nick to be searching "a little wistfully" for 

the drama of his college football career (~, 6), and to like 

him "with some harsh, defiant wistfulness of his own" (QQ., 7). 

Daisy's voice is characterized on two occasions as containing 

a "thrilling scorn": the first when she tells Nick of her rec-

ent· cynicism, in which pronoun,cement Nick senses a "basic in

sincerity" (GG, 18); the second when, with "thrilling scorn", 

she turns on her husband in the Plaza Hotel (GG, 132). In 

the second instance the repetition of the phrase may be inten-

ded to suggest that the same "basic insincerity" lies behind 

her anger. Also to be noted is Fitzgerald's use of certain 

physical characteristics to suggest changing circumstances,. 

,\-Then Nick first sees Jordan she is "completely motionless, • • • 

with her chin raised a little, as if she were balancing some

thing on it which was quite likely to fall" (GG, 8). As Gat

by's dream fades in the Plaza Hotel, Nick notes that Jordan 

• • • had begun to balance an invisible but absorbing object 
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on the tip of her chin" (GG. 135). Here Jordan's absorption 

suggests the return to the state of affairs prior to the 

lovers' brief affair. Likewise Tom's anger at Myrtle's death 

expresses itself vividly in Nick's sight of "the wad of mus

cle back of his shoulder" tightening "under his coat" (GG, 141), 

which recalls his earlier allusion to the "great pack of mus-

cle" that makes Tom's body "capable of enormous leverage -

a cruel body" (GG, 7). 

These various motifs woven into the novel testify to 

the attention that Fitzgerald paid to detail. to the "intric-

acy" that he worked into the deceptively "simple" narrative 

structure derived from Conrad. They also lend support to 

James E. Miller's thesis that in Gatsb~ Fitzgerald completed 

his transition from the novel of "saturation" to the novel of 

"selection", for they are clearly devices of a selective nature. 

endowing particular moments with significance and with notable 

economy. Their effect can be seen in microcosm, as it were, 

in the following instance. When Nick notes that Tom, after 
d 

they have shaken hands, goes into a "jewelry store to buy a 

pearl necklace - or perhaps only a pair of cuff-buttons" (GG, 

181) Tom's wedding present for Daisy (GG, 77) connects with 

Wolfsheim's "finest specimens of human molars" (GG. 73) in a 

powerful and compressed expression of Nick's disgust. As I 

have attempted to show in this chapter, such care and compr

ession cnaracter"izes The Great Gatsby and makes the novel the 

unified and original achievement its author intended it to be. 



CRAFTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

As I stated in the Introduction, this thesis was 'gen

erated' by two seemingly conflicting intentions: firstly, to 

explain the artistic unity and authorial control of The Great 

Gatsby by establishing that the novel reflects the profound 

influence of Joseph Conrad upon its author; secondly, when 

certain critical studies suggested an influence so pervasive 

as to jeopardize the novel's claim to originality, to demon

strate that while the 'scaffolding' of Gatsby derives from 

Conrad, Fitzgerald adapted and added to it according to the 

demands of the story that he had to tell. 

But these intentions are only seemingl~ in conflict. 

Given the fact that conrad's Lord Jim and "Heart of Darlmess" 

undoubtedly exercised a powerful influence upon Gatsby in mat

ters of basic structure, plot-situations, characterization, 

and prose style, the evaluation of the novel as an artistic 

achievement must, it seems to me, take into account not only 

the extent and nature of that influence but also the extent 

and nature of Fitzgerald's adaptations and innovations. Of 

the contributions discussed at length in Chapter II none under

takes such a twofold task. Beneath the surface of Robert 

Stallman's stimulating but uneven analysis one senses a certain. 
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hostility towards Fitzgerald, as if the existence of numerous 

correspondences redounds solely to the credit of Conrad. Con

sequently the derivative aspects of Fitzgerald's novel are 

overstressed. While he notes that Fitzgerald's narrator dif

fers considerably from Conrad's the difference is not pursued 

and its significance remains undiscovered. James E. Miller's 

strict concentration upon Fitzgerald's technical development 

lies at the opposite extreme from Stallman's study. The evid

ence he cites to establish Fitzgerald's techn;ical debt to the 

earlier novelist is sound and uncontroversial, but by the very 

nature of his enqUiry the question of a larger indebtedness 

is avoided. Thus Robert Long's criticism of Miller's approach 

seems valid. Of the three contributions discussed, Long's 

seems the most illuminating. The correspondences he notes are 

perfectly reasonable and highly likely, and in n~ting that 

Fitzgerald's adoptions from Conrad do not explain "how Fitz

gerald was capable of assimilating and transforming the mat-
1 

erial from which he drew" he gives a salutary l'larning that a 

consideration of the novel's artistry does not begin and end 

with the discovery that it derives in large part from another 

novelist. 

In Chapter III I have attempted to demonstrate how 

Fitzgerald added to the framework that he adopted, to make 

1 

p. 419. 
"The Great Gatsby and the Tradition of Joseph Conrad", 
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this thesis, in other words, the twofold study that seems to 

me to be necessary. While Conrad's Marlow was undoubtedly 

the model for Nick Carraway, Fitzgerald endowed his narrator 

with a distinctive individuality. In the previous chapter I 

elaborated at length the case for Nick Carraway as the domin-

sting and unifying centre of interest in the novel, fulfill

ing this function to a greater degree than does his literary 

prototype. By endowing Nick's narrative with a dubious rel-

iability that makes the reader identify with him less than 

with Marlow, Fitzgerald added an extra dimension to that 

"characteristic Conradian ironic combination" upon which the 

novel is patterned. Distanced from Nick, the reader watches 

as the conflict between romantic illusion and unromantic real-

ity works itself out in Nick's complex and highly individual 

consciousness. While Nick seeks for an integrated self-suff-

iciency, moreover, the novel's numerous recurrent motifs en-

sure that the reader remains aware of the "inexhaustible var-

iety" of experience that will not submit to simplification. 

That Fitzgerald was not a novelist content with being 

merely derivative becomes clear from a reading of his corres-

pondence, for his letters are full of instances where he con

demns those novels that lack the spark of innovation. And 

one month after the publication of :+,he Great Gatsby we find 

Fitzgerald writing to Perkins of his planned next novel: 

The happiest thought I have is of my new novel -
it is something really NEH in form, idea, structure -
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the model for the age that Joyce and Stien ~icJ are 
searching for, that Conrad didn't find. 2 

It is an ambitious announcement, and even if Tender Is the 

~ight ~ails to live up to it,it is yet eVidence of Fitzger-

aId's innovatory zeal. 

At the very beginning of this thesis I said that Gatsbz 

represented the zenith of Fitzgerald's career. From his corr-

espondence it emerges that he himself realized this. During 

the personal disasters that plagued him to the end of his 

life Fitzgerald seeIns to have looked back to his third novel 

with a wistful sense of what might have been, and it was back 

to Gatsby that he turned in his last novel, The Last Tycoon. 

To Zelda Fitzgerald he wrote: "It is a constructed novel like 

'Gatsby', with passages of poetic prose when it fits the action, 

but no ruminations or side-shows like 'Tender'. Everything 
3 

must contribute to the dramatic movement." Since The Great 

Gatsby is the only fully-achieved testimony to Fitzgerald's 

talent that we possess, the question of its claim to origin-

ality is important. This thesis has been an attempt to dem

onstrate that Fitzgerald was a serious and original crafts

man, conscious of and willing to adopt from the work of Conrad, 

yet aware that only his own innovation justified his debtQ 

2 
Kuehl and Bryer, Dear Scott/Dear Max, p. 104. 

3 
Andrew Turnbull, The Letters of F. Scott Fitzgerald, 

p. 146. 
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